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Abstract
The paper investigates the nonsymbolic algebraic semantics of the weak bisimulation congru-
ences on 2nite pi processes. The weak bisimulation congruences are studied both in the absence
and in the presence of the mismatch operator. Some interesting phenomena about the open con-
gruences are revealed. Several new tau laws are discovered and their relationship is discussed.
The contributions of the paper are mainly as follows:
1. It is proved that Milner’s three tau laws fail to lift a complete system for the strong open
congruence to a complete system for the weak open congruence in the absence of both the
mismatch operator and the restriction operator. A fourth tau law is proposed to deal with
the match operator under the pre2x operation. It is shown that for this calculus a complete
system for the strong open congruence extended with all the four tau laws is complete for
the weak open congruence.
2. It is veri2ed that the four tau laws are also enough for the weak open congruence of the pi
calculus without the mismatch operator. A complete system using distinctions is given.
3. It is pointed out that the standard de2nition of the weak open congruence gives rise to a bad
equivalence relation in the presence of the mismatch operator. Two alternatives are proposed.
These are the late open congruence and the early open congruence. Their di7erence is similar
to that between the weak late congruence and the weak early congruence. Complete axiomatic
systems for the two weak open congruences are given.
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1. State of the art
For more than ten years various calculi of mobile processes, notably the -calculus
[34], have been the focus of research in concurrency theory. These calculi are dis-
tinguished from process calculi like CCS [22,33] in that they are capable of dealing
with processes whose communication structures can change during their evolution. This
ability of dynamic creation of communication links lies at the heart of mobility. In the
calculi of mobile processes mobility can be achieved by passing a channel name from
one process to another. The process that receives the channel name may communicate
with a third process through that received channel name. As it turns out the name-
passing communication mechanism is a potent one. This can be seen from the following
facts: Firstly name-passing calculi are able to simulate process-passing calculi in a
non-distributed framework [41,45–47]. The idea is simply that, instead of sending a
process to another, the sender may pass to the other a name through which one can
access to the process. Secondly many variants of the -calculus, the asynchronous
-calculus [7,23–25,1], the I -calculus [42,3], the local -calculus [30] have all been
shown to be able to simulate each other to some degree. Even the -calculus [10,11,14]
and Fusion Calculus [40], which depart from the -calculus more than any of the above
variants, do not seem to add any additional expressive power to the name-passing com-
munication mechanism. One gets the feeling that all name-manipulating mechanisms
are more or less equivalent in terms of expressive power.
Apart from the variants of the -calculus many other process calculi for mobility have
been proposed in literature. One recent example is the Calculus of Mobile Ambients
[8]. While it is important to give formal frameworks to capture the rich concepts of
modern computing, it is equally important, if not more important, to achieve a deep
understanding of these frameworks from a mathematical perspective. It is in the latter
aspect that sustained e7orts are called for. Most people would agree that the theory of
-calculus should be far richer than that of -calculus. Yet we know a lot more about
the -calculus than about the -calculus.
The name-passing mechanism introduces signi2cant di7erences between the algebraic
theory of calculi of mobile processes and that of CCS [33]. The di7erences are mainly
caused by three operators:
1. The 2rst is the restriction operator. In CCS this operator is simple. In -calculus
however it comes with complications. Operationally there must be labeled transition
rules to take care of name migration. Algebraically distinctions are introduced to
de2ne open bisimulations. The restriction operator allows one to abstract away from
internal communications. It localizes, so to speak, possible actions so that they do
not have global impact. This is a fundamental operator since the theory of process
calculus is largely observational.
2. The second is the match operator. This operator can be useful at least in two
aspects: First it has a very natural motivation from a programming point of view
and is necessary in modelling programming phenomena. Second it makes possible
an expansion law for -calculus, where the role of the match operator is to keep
track of the mobility in processes without the parallel composition operator. The
match operator plays a crucial role in the axiomatic theory of the -calculus.
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3. The third is the mismatch operator. Compared to the restriction and the match
operators, this operator is more debatable. The argument is not to do with its
practical motivation for in reality one really needs this operator in a variety of
situations where one uses calculi of mobile processes [39,40,2]. It is about if one
should introduce such an operator into a basic model for concurrent computation
at all. The mismatch operator complicates the algebraic theory because it renders
the de2nitions of observational equivalences more involved. On the other hand
it also simpli2es the algebraic theory in the sense that it allows to accomplish
what otherwise can only be achieved by introducing more mechanisms, like distinc-
tion, in the meta theory. The main reason to introduce the operator is to ease the
axiomatization of the early and late equivalences. See [38] for detail. On the other
hand, as we shall see later, the open semantics is de2nitely made more diBcult
by it.
The match and the mismatch operators help to internalize a lot of meta theory. For
instance a condition, which consists of a set of equality and inequality assumptions,
and a distinction, which declares a set of names to be pairwise distinct, are two meta
theoretic mechanisms often used in the investigation of the algebraic theory of mobile
processes. Neither a condition nor a distinction is part of the syntax of the -calculus.
They are extralogical entities. In a lot of cases one can do without them by work-
ing with the match and the mismatch operators. These operators are entities of the
-calculus. It is in this way these two operators raise the expressive power of the
-calculus. Our personal opinion is that none of the three operators has been studied
in depth. This is sad because, to our understanding, the theory of the -calculus is
largely a theory about these three operators.
The name-passing mechanism renders bisimulation equivalences more interesting.
The idea of bisimulation is the most inKuential one in process algebra. It has been
widely used in mathematical logics and game theory. The introduction of bisimulation
to concurrency theory is due to the work of Park [36] and Milner [33]. Equality
relations based on bisimulation are usually 2ner than any observational equivalence
one 2nds useful in practice. The virtue of them is that they are subject to algebraic
investigation in a more or less standard manner and that it is usually easy to establish
the equality of two processes by presenting a bisimulation relation. For -calculus early
and late bisimulation equivalences [34], barbed equivalences [35] and open congruences
[43], to name a few, have been introduced. It has to be said however that although a
lot of attention has been paid to these equivalences our knowledge about them are still
preliminary.
The diBculty of bisimulation equivalences is often to do with the weak versions of
these relations. A weak bisimulation equivalence ignores internal (tau) actions, which
are deemed unobservable. Two processes are equivalent if they can simulate each
other’s observable actions. A tau law is an equality that manipulates unobservable
internal actions. The three well known tau laws people usually refer to were proposed
by Milner [33]. They are the following axioms:
::P = :P;
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Fig. 1. Symbolic axiomatization with mismatch.
Fig. 2. Symbolic axiomatization without mismatch.
P + :P = :P;
:(P+:Q) = :(P+:Q) + :Q;
where  is a pre2x capable of inducing an -action whereas  is a pre2x that codes
up an internal action. The tau laws have been widely used in the theory of process
algebra.
There are two main approaches to the semantics of mobile processes:
• One is the symbolic approach [21,5]. This approach has been used to study the
observational equivalences of -calculus. In [27] Lin has constructed complete sys-
tems for the strong early equivalence, the strong late equivalence, the weak early con-
gruence and the weak late congruence. The symbolic approach applies to -calculus
both with and without the mismatch operator. Prior to Lin’s work, Boreale and
De Nicola has studied the strong early equivalence and the strong late equivalence
in the symbolic framework. In [26] Li has worked out the complete systems for the
strong open bisimilarity and the weak open congruence of the -calculus without the
mismatch operator and for the strong open bisimilarity of the -calculus with the
mismatch operator. The situation is summarized in Figs. 1 and 2. The picture is
almost complete, except for the case of weak open congruence in the presence of
the mismatch operator.
• The other is the nonsymbolic approach that has been the major choice in semantic
investigation. When it comes to axiomatic investigation of -calculus, the nonsym-
bolic approach presents a less clear picture. Here are the current status of some
related issues:
◦ In the 2rst published paper [34] on -calculus Milner et al. de2ned four bisim-
ulation congruences. They are early equivalence, late equivalence, weak early
congruence and weak late congruence. No complete system was given for any
of the four congruences. In [38] Parrow and Sangiorgi improved the situation by
giving complete systems for both the early equivalence and the late equivalence.
The -calculus used in [38] has the mismatch operator. Only recently Parrow has
provided a proof that adding Milner’s three tau laws to the complete system of
the strong early, respectively late, equivalence is enough to get a complete system
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Fig. 3. Non-symbolic axiomatization with mismatch.
Fig. 4. Non-symbolic axiomatization without mismatch.
for the weak early, respectively late, congruence [37]. The approach Parrow has
used is to translate Lin’s symbolic system to a non-symbolic system in a uniform
manner.
◦ We know even less about axiomatization for the -calculus without the mismatch
operator. In this case the de2nitions of the early equivalence, the late equivalence,
the weak early congruence and the weak late congruence remain the same. But
no axiomatic system for any of the four has been discovered. The same problem
is also open for testing congruence [9,4].
◦ From a slightly di7erent motivation Sangiorgi proposed open bisimilarities [43].
His investigation focused on the strong open bisimilarity for the -calculus with-
out the mismatch operator. A complete system for the congruence was presented
using distinction indexed laws. The theory of the weak open congruence was left
undiscussed. In particular the necessary tau laws for the weak open congruence
are an open issue.
◦ The open semantics for the -calculus with the mismatch operator is virtually
unknown. For one thing nobody even knows how to de2ne weak open bisimilarity
in this case. If one uses the mismatch operator in the study of the late and the early
congruences, s/he has little reason to reject the operator in the open semantics.
We summarize the status quo of non-symbolic axiomatization in Figs. 3 and 4.
There are many more open problems, in the theory of -calculus, than we have listed
above. We give below two of them that have been known for several years:
• One fundamental question is about the very de2nition of bisimulation. If we restrict
our attention to the fragment of the -calculus with none of the choice, match, mis-
match and replication operators, we could de2ne a strong bisimulation equivalence
for this fragment completely the same as we have de2ned the strong bisimilarity for
CCS processes. Our intuition tells us that this is a congruence relation! But a proof
of this conjecture has been so far beyond our reach. Proofs of similar results for
bisimulation equivalences on the asynchronous -calculus and causal bisimilarities
on some subcalculus of  are available though [1,6]. Sangiorgi’s I -calculus also
enjoys this simple de2nition of bisimilarity, as shown in [42].
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• Another well-known unsettled problem is about the relationship between the weak
barbed equivalence and the weak early equivalence. Sangiorgi has proved in his
Ph.D. Thesis that the two relations coincide for the -calculus with the mismatch
operator and in2nite branching. For the -calculus with 2nite branching, the prob-
lem is still open. Although most people believe that the coincidence does hold
for -calculus with binary choice, and some even stated the conjecture as a
theorem, the fact remains that nobody has come up with a proof! All we know
so far is that the coincidence holds for the image-2nite processes and for the asyn-
chronous -processes [1].
In present the biggest problem with the theory of process calculi is its lack of proof
techniques. We know how to prove a relation to be some bisimulation using inductions
on the complexity of the structures of processes or on the height of derivations. But
we do not seem to know much more than that. Experiments with mobile processes
have told us that a 2ner-tuned analysis of the operational semantics, as well as the
algebraic semantics, of the process calculi is called for. Attacking the open problems
in process calculi may well help us in this direction. Results and proof methodologies
obtained in the study of one process calculus are very likely to be useful to the study
of another process calculus.
This paper does not claim to provide any novel techniques for solving problems in
process calculus. Its contribution is to solve some of the problems raised above, and
therefore to provide some insight into the weak observational equivalences and the
tau laws for -calculus. Some of the results are surprising, others are interesting. Our
contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We formally prove that Milner’s three tau laws are suBcient to lift the complete
systems for the strong early equivalence and the strong late equivalence to complete
systems for the corresponding weak early congruence and weak late congruence. Our
approach is di7erent from Parrow’s and shows that the mismatch operator plays a
crucial role in the resulting systems. This work was carried out independently from
Parrow’s.
• We show that Milner’s three tau laws are de2nitely not enough for the weak open
congruence. We propose a simple and powerful tau law
:P = :(P+[x = y]:P)
that reveals more of the dynamic aspect of mobile processes than any of Mil-
ner’s tau laws. With the help of this fourth tau law, we are able to construct
a complete system for the weak open congruence. This part of work should not
be understood only within the framework of open semantics. The message it con-
veys has broader implication: For a calculus of mobile processes, one needs the
fourth tau law in general, although in some cases the law is derivable from other
laws.
• We point out that the de2nition of the weak open bisimilarity for the -calculus
without the mismatch operator cannot be applied to the full -calculus with the mis-
match operator. We propose two solutions. They give rise to early open bisimilarity
and late open bisimilarity. So even in the framework of open semantics there is an
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early=late dichotomy. The early open congruence and the late open congruence are
completely axiomatized using some new tau laws.
In this paper a lot of attention is paid to the tau laws. Some interesting relation-
ships among the tau laws used in this paper are revealed. Each of the tau laws
is used in one of the complete systems studied. There are altogether 2ve complete
systems for respective 2ve weak congruences of the full -calculus. Three complete
systems for strong congruences are also covered. The 2rst, the complete system for
the strong open bisimilarity in the presence of the mismatch operator, is the 2rst of
such system. The other two are presented only for completeness. The proofs of all the
completeness results are structured to bring out a general picture of the completeness
proofs.
The main body of the paper is structured into three parts:
1. Section 2 studies the calculus of nondeterministic mobile processes [43]. It is the
-calculus without the parallel composition, restriction and mismatch operators. Some
general preliminaries, like the open bisimilarity, equational system, Hennessy
Lemma, saturation lemma, promotion property, and completeness theorem, are
introduced in terms of this calculus. It is pointed out that Milner’s three tau laws
fall short of characterizing the weak open congruence as far as the calculus of non-
deterministic mobile processes is concerned. It is also pointed out that the well-
known Hennessy Lemma fails for the calculus of nondeterministic mobile pro-
cesses. This fact is related to the failure of Milner’s tau laws. A fourth tau law is
introduced. It is proved that the four tau laws are enough to support a promotion
lemma for the weak open congruence, from which the completeness theorem follows
easily.
2. Section 3 investigates the -calculus without the mismatch operator. The impact of
the restriction operator on both the de2nitions of the open bisimilarities and the
equational systems is discussed. A complete system for the weak open congruence
is established. This is Sangiorgi’s system [43] extended with the four tau laws. The
fourth tau law plays a crucial role in this system.
3. Section 4 focuses on the full -calculus with the mismatch operator. This part con-
sists of three subparts:
(a) Section 4.1 introduces equivalence relations for the full -calculus. The de2ni-
tion of strong open bisimilarity is given using the mismatch operator. It is shown
that this equivalence coincides with Sangiorgi’s open bisimilarity on the set of
-processes without the mismatch operator. Three weak open bisimilarities for
the full -calculus are introduced. They are the same as Sangiorgi’s weak open
bisimilarity when restricted to the -processes without the mismatch operator.
For completeness the de2nitions of strong=weak early and late equivalences are
also given.
(b) Section 4.2 investigates equalities for the full -calculus and their inter-depen-
dence relationship. These equalities include those for the mismatch operator and
various tau laws. Using these equalities, eight axiomatic systems are de2ned for
the eight congruence relations. Some of these systems are included only for
completeness.
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(c) Section 4.3 establishes the completeness result for each of the eight systems,
introduced in the previous section, with respect to the corresponding congruence
relation. The proofs of these results are given in a systematic manner.
The rest of the paper complements the main body in two aspects: Section 5 makes
a few comments and discusses some related issues. Appendix A collects some proofs
omitted in Section 4.
Section 2 is taken from an unpublished paper [16] by the 2rst author. The technical
results in Section 3 are also due to him. The rest deal with bisimulation equivalences
for the full -calculus with the mismatch operator, which is the joint work of both
authors. A related piece of work is reported in two extended abstracts [19,20], also by
the present authors, which discusses the -calculus with the mismatch operator.
2. The calculus of nondeterministic mobile processes
The -calculus of Milner et al. [34] is the most widely studied calculus of mobile
processes. Communications in -calculus incur changes in topological structures of
the participating processes, causing the con2guration of channel connections to evolve
dynamically. This kind of mobility is supported by the simple mechanism of con2ning
the contents of communications to the set of channel names.
In this section we will be using a calculus of non-deterministic mobile processes
[43], obtained from -calculus by omitting the composition operator and the restriction
operator.
Let N be a set of names, ranged over by lower case letters; and let PN denote the
set of conames { Px | x∈N}. The unionN∪ PN will be ranged over by . The processes
are de2ned by BNF as follows:
P := 0 | :P |P+P | [x = y]P
where ∈{a(x); Pax | a; x∈N}∪{}. Here 0 is the inactive process. A trailing 0 in
pre2x forms is often omitted. The process a(x):P is in input pre2x form. It must
receive a name at a to instantiate x throughout P before P can be activated. On the
other hand Pax:P is a process in output pre2x form. It emits x at a 2rst and then evolves
as P. The process :P can become P after performing an internal communication. The
process [x=y]P behaves like either P or 0, depending on whether x=y or not. The
constructor [x=y] is referred to as a match operator. The choice operator ‘+’ is well-
known. The process P+Q acts either as P or as Q exclusively, with the choice being
made nondeterministically. The name x in a(x):P is bound. A name appearing in P is
free if it is not bound. The notations bn(P), fn(P) and n(P) denote respectively the
set of bound names, the set of free names and the set of names appearing in P.
A context is a process with a hole. Formally a context C[] is either [], or :C′[] for
some context C′[] and some pre2x , or C′[] + P (P + C′[]) for some context C′[]
and some process P, or [x=y]C′[] for some context C′[] and some names x and y.
A substitution  is a map from N to N such that {x | (x) = x∧x∈N} is 2-
nite. The notation P denotes the process obtained by replacing the free names in
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P according to . A substitution is often written as [y1=x1; : : : ; yn=xn], indicating that
it maps xi onto yi, 16i6n, and is constant elsewhere. If =[y1=x1; : : : ; yn=xn] then
n()def={x1; : : : ; xn; y1; : : : ; yn} and rng()def={y1; : : : ; yn}.





[x = x]P → P′
Choice:
P → P′
P + Q → P′
Q → Q′
P + Q → Q′
In the above rules,  still ranges over the set {a(x); Pax | a; x∈N}∪{}. So we use the
same notation for action labels as for pre2xes.
Let ⇒ be the reKexive and transitive closure of →. We will write ⇒ for ⇒ →⇒.
We will also write ˆ⇒ for ⇒ if  =  and for ⇒ otherwise.
We will need to deal with a sequence of match constructs concatenated one after
another. It is convenient to have a meta symbol for such a sequence. In the rest of this
paper ; ′; : : : denote 2nite lists of match equalities. Suppose  is x1=y1; : : : ; xn=yn.
Then P denotes [x1=y1] : : : [xn=yn]P. If  logically implies ′, we write ⇒ ′; and
if both ⇒ ′ and ′⇒  we write ⇔ ′. If  is an empty list, it plays the role of
logical truth, in which case P is just P. Clearly a list  of match equalities de2nes
an equivalence relation on the set N of names. We write  to denote an arbitrary
substitution that sends all members of each equivalence class of  to a representative
of that class.
We will use the widely adopted -convention saying that a bound name in a pro-
cess can be replaced by a fresh name, a name that does not appear in the process,
without changing the syntax of the process. We will assume throughout this paper that
di7erent bound names appearing in a process expression are distinct. When we write
P
a(x)→ P′ for instance, the reader should understand that we have applied the necessary
-conversion so that x appears neither in  nor in P as a free name. The same
assumption will be applied to the names introduced by the restriction operator studied
later on.
2.1. Open congruence
The main focus of the algebraic theory of process calculi is on equivalences of
processes. These equivalences are extensional, or observational, in the sense that two
processes are deemed to be equal if no di7erence between them can be detected by other
processes. Many observational equivalence relations have been proposed in literature.
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They di7er in the way observations are carried out and the extent observations are
made.
In an interleaving framework there are basically two approaches to detect di7erences
between processes. In the static approach two processes are placed in a same envi-
ronment and the behaviours of the two resulting systems are observed to the extent
required by a particular application. Here the environment is assumed static in the sense
that it is not a7ected by external factors. The environment evolves only as the result of
its interactions with the subject processes. This approach is very much inKuenced by
the traditional view of equivalence of sequential programmes. The most well known
equivalence relation using the static approach is probably the testing equivalence [9,4].
The other approach is based on a dynamic viewpoint. In this latter approach environ-
ments are subject to the inKuence of the outside world and therefore can change all the
time. This open world view is a reasonable one in the light of modern development
of the concept of computation. For mobile computing, distributed computing, Internet
computing or global computing, it is safer to regard the environment as dynamic. Now
for two processes to be indistinguishable in the dynamic viewpoint, not only that the
operational behaviours of the two processes should simulate each other in every envi-
ronment but also that the descendants of the two processes after the simulation should
be able to simulate each other in every possible environment. Equivalence relations
enjoying the above conditions are various bisimulation equivalence relations. The idea
of Park [36] and Milner [33] is that two (strongly) bisimilar processes P and Q should
meet the zigzag property:
P and Q are bisimilar if and only if the following two conditions are satis2ed:
(i) If P →P′ then Q →Q′ for some Q′ such that P′ and Q′ are bisimilar.
(ii) If Q →Q′ then P →P′ for some P′ such that P′ and Q′ are bisimilar.
Here  stands for an arbitrary action. The zigzag argument guarantees that whenever P
performs an action and evolves to P′ in an environment then Q can perform the same
action and become Q′ such that P′ and Q′ are subject to the same zigzag argument.
This bisimulation property is strong enough to ensure that bisimilar processes are obser-
vational equivalent in a dynamic computational environment. It is clear that the above
clauses are the description of a property rather than the prescription of a de2nition due
to the self-referring nature. There are many relations that enjoy the zigzag property.
Any one of them gives rise to an equivalence relation. So what one is looking for is
the largest such relation, which is often called bisimilarity. The strong bisimilarity of
CCS is de2ned as follows:
Let R be a binary relation on the set of CCS processes. R is said to be a strong
bisimulation if PRQ implies the following properties:
(i) If P →P′ then Q →Q′ for some Q′ such that P′RQ′.
(ii) If Q →Q′ then P →P′ for some P′ such that P′RQ′.
The strong bisimilarity is the largest strong bisimulation.
Studies on -calculus for example have inherited a lot of techniques and ideas from
previous investigations on CCS. There is however many phenomena in -calculus that
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call for completely new treatment. The very de2nition of bisimulation of -processes for
instance poses problems not known in the studies of CCS. For example, if one simply
transplants the de2nition of strong bisimilarity for CCS to -calculus, one would obtain
a relation too weak to be practical.
Denition 1. Let R be a binary relation on the set of nondeterministic mobile pro-
cesses. R is said to be a strong ground bisimulation if PRQ implies the following
properties:
(i) If P →P′ then Q →Q′ for some Q′ such that P′RQ′.
(ii) If Q →Q′ then P →P′ for some P′ such that P′RQ′.
The strong ground bisimilarity ∼g is the largest strong ground bisimulation.
For one thing the strong ground bisimilarity is not closed under the pre2x operation.
For a binary relation on the set of nondeterministic mobile processes to be closed
under input operator, it is necessary that the relation be closed under substitutions of
names. One solution is to take the largest bisimulation closed under substitution to be
the equivalence relation. This is precisely the approach adopted by Sangiorgi [43].
Denition 2. The strong open bisimilarity ∼o is the largest strong ground bisimulation
that is closed under substitution.
The above de2nition is a simpli2ed version of Sangiorgi’s original de2nition. The
two are equivalent for nondeterministic mobile processes. In a standard manner we can
de2ne weak open bisimilarity.
Denition 3. Let R be a binary relation on the set of nondeterministic mobile pro-
cesses. R is said to be a weak open bisimulation if it is closed under substitution and
if whenever PRQ then the following properties hold:
(i) If P →P′ then Q ˆ⇒Q′ for some Q′ such that P′RQ′.
(ii) If Q →Q′ then P ˆ⇒P′ for some P′ such that P′RQ′.
The weak open bisimilarity ≈o is the largest weak open bisimulation.
The relation ≈o is not a congruence relation; it is not closed under the choice
operator. From both a programming point of view and an algebraic point of view
one is interested in congruence relations. The canonical way to obtain a congruence
from a bisimulation equivalence is to take the largest congruence relation contained
in the bisimulation equivalence. This approach was adopted by Milner in the study
of CCS [33] and is now widely used in process algebra. Alternatively one can de2ne
the congruence in terms of the bisimulation equivalence. This alternative approach is
discovered by Milner, see for example [33]. For -calculus it can be given in a uniform
manner. In the following de2nition we assume that ≈ is an arbitrary bisimulation
equivalence on -processes.
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Denition 4. Two processes P and Q are weakly congruent, notation PQ, if P≈Q
and, for each substitution , the following conditions are satis2ed:
(i) If P →P′ then Q′ exists such that Q ⇒Q′ and P′≈Q′.
(ii) If Q →Q′ then P′ exists such that P ⇒P′ and P′≈Q′.
We will write o for the open congruence de2ned from ≈o in the manner of
De2nition 4.
2.2. Equational system
For each equivalence, one searches for an inference system consisting of a 2nite set
of equalities and a 2nite set of rules. A useful inference system should be both sound
and complete for the observational equivalence. Soundness means that all derivable
equalities are observationally equivalent whereas completeness says that all equivalent
processes can be proved equal in the system. A completeness theorem for an equiva-
lence is a landmark in our understanding of the relation.
In [34] Milner et al. propose four bisimulation congruence relations, which are re-
spectively strong early equivalence, strong late equivalence, weak early congruence and
weak late congruence. To study the axiomatization of the -calculus, they introduce
the match operator and formulate the expansion law in terms of this new operator.
The importance of the match operator is that it enables one to code up concurrency of
mobile processes in terms of nondeterminism in an interleaving framework, using the
well-known expansion law. In the same paper Milner et al. have initiated the study of
complete systems for mobile processes. Technically speaking the systems they propose
are for the strong late bisimilarity and the strong early bisimilarity. These two rela-
tions are not congruence relations. In the systems for the two bisimilarities there is a
noteworthy inference rule:
If P[y=x]=Q[y=x] for every name y free in either P or Q then a(x):P=a(x):Q.
For systems of congruence relations the above inference rule can be simpli2ed to the
following rule:
If P=Q then a(x):P = a(x):Q.
In this paper all axiomatic systems are for congruence relations.
A complete system for a weak observational equivalence consists of two parts.
One is the subsystem complete for the corresponding strong observational equiva-
lence. The other contains the so-called tau laws. In this section we give an equa-
tional system that is the core of all the systems studied in this paper. This system is
given in Fig. 5, which was 2rst used by Sangiorgi in [43]. It is actually the com-
plete system for the strong open bisimilarity on the 2nite nondeterministic mobile
processes.
Suppose R1; : : : ; Rn are equational laws. Provability in system ASc∪{R1; : : : ; Rn} is
de2ned as follows: ASc∪{R1; : : : ; Rn} P=Q if one of the followings holds:
• P≡Q, meaning that P and Q are the same syntactical object;
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Fig. 5. The core system ASc.
• Some context C[] and processes A; B exist such that
P ≡C[A]
C[B]≡Q
and either A=B or B=A is an instance of one of the axioms in ASc∪{R1; : : : ; Rn};







and, for all i∈{1; : : : ; n}, either Ai=Bi or Bi=Ai is an instance of one of the axioms
in ASc∪{R1; : : : ; Rn}.
A more popular way to de2ne the provability in ASc is to introduce equivalence and
congruence rules. The equivalence rules say that the provability relation is reKexive,
symmetric and transitive. The congruence rules declare that the provability relation is
closed under all the operators of the calculus. For instance from P=Q one can derive
that :P=:Q, P+R=Q+R and [x=y]P=[x=y]Q. Write ASc ′ P=Q to mean that
the equality P=Q is derivable from the axioms of ASc together with the equivalence
and congruence rules. The following lemma can be proved by simple induction.
Lemma 5. ASc ′ P=Q if and only if ASc P=Q.
From now on we will confuse the two notations and use only .
When ASc∪{R1; : : : ; Rn} P=Q we say that P=Q is provable in ASc∪{R1; : : : ; Rn}
or that P=Q is a derived law of ASc∪{R1; : : : ; Rn}. We will write P R1 ;:::;Rn= Q to indicate
that R1; : : : ; Rn are the major laws and=or rules in the derivation of P=Q. Some derived
laws of ASc are given in Fig. 6, which have all been used by Sangiorgi in [43].
For a 2nite collection {Pi}i∈{1;:::; n} of processes, we write∑
i∈{1;:::;n}
Pi
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Fig. 6. Derived laws of ASc.
for the process
(: : : ((P1 + P2) + P3) + · · ·) + Pn:
In view of S2 and S3 the order of the occurrence of Pi in the above expression does
not matter. As a matter of fact we will often write
P1 + P2 + P3 + · · ·+ Pn
without any parenthesis since it does not cause any confusion in the algebraic investi-
gation.









in which x does not appear free in P and I1; I2; I3 are pairwise distinct and additionally,
for each i∈I1∪I2∪I3, Pi is in normal form. The depth of a normal form process,
notation d(P), is de2ned as follows:
(i) d(0)def= 0; (ii) d(:P)def=1+d(P); (iii) d(P+Q)def= max{d(P); d(Q)}; (iv) d([x=y]P)
def= d(P).
In ASc a process can be converted to a normal form process without increasing its
depth. Its proof is standard.
Lemma 6. A process P is provably equal to a normal form process P′ in the system
ASc such that d(P′)6d(P).
The proof of the following completeness theorem can be found in [43].
Theorem 7. ASc is sound and complete for ∼o.
2.3. The insu6ciency of Milner’s tau laws for open semantics
In view of the fact that in CCS Milner’s three tau laws are capable of promoting a
complete system for the strong congruence to a complete system for the weak congru-
ence, one is tempted to think that the same is true for the calculus of nondeterministic
mobile processes. Fig. 7 gives the tau laws in -calculus. The soundness is obvious.
Theorem 8. ASc∪{T1; T2; T3} is sound for o.
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Fig. 7. Milner’s tau laws.
The popular view would have us believe that the corresponding completeness theo-
rem also holds. In the rest of this section we prove that this is not the case.
A process P is a t-process if it contains neither input pre2x nor output pre2x. For
instance [x=y]( + [a=b]:) is a t-process, but [x=y]a(x) is not. In the following
proof, we need to work with t-processes with holes. For that purpose we introduce the
notion of t-context de2ned as follows: (i) [] is a t-context; (ii) if C[] is a t-context
then C[] + P, P + C[], :C[] and [x=y]C[] are t-contexts, where P is a t-process. In
other words t-contexts are contexts with neither input pre2x nor output pre2x. With
the help of t-contexts, it is easy to indicate an occurrence of  in a t-process. Suppose
P is a t-process and P≡C[:Q] for some t-context C[] and some t-process Q. Then
the explicit  in C[:Q] is an occurrence of  in P. In what follows we will simply
say that P≡C[:Q] is a tau occurrence in P. A terminating tau occurrence is a tau
occurrence P≡C[:Q] such that Q contains no occurrence of .
Denition 9. The match guard of a t-context C[], written M (C[]), is a list of equalities
de2ned as follows:
(i) M ([]) is the empty list;
(ii) M (C[])def=M (C′[]) if C[] is C′[]+P, or P+C′[], or :C′[];
(iii) M ([x=y]C[])def=x=y;M (C[]).
We will say that the match guard of a (terminating) tau occurrence P≡C[:Q] in
P is the match list M (C[]).
Denition 10. A process P is in t4-form if it is a t-process and the following properties
hold:
(i) There exists some tau occurrence P≡C[:Q].
(ii) There exist some distinct x and y such that M (C′[])⇒ x=y whenever P≡C′[:Q′]
is a terminating tau occurrence.
If a process has a tau occurrence it has a terminating tau occurrence. It follows that
a process in t4-form contains at least one match operator.
Lemma 11. Suppose P is in t4-form and ASc∪{T1; T2; T3} P=Q. Then Q is also
in t4-form.
Proof. Suppose ASc∪{T1; T2; T3} P=Q and P is in t4-form. By de2nition we may
assume that P≡C[A] and Q≡C[B] and that ASc∪{T1; T2; T3} P=Q is obtained by
applying one of the axioms. Since P is in t4-form, C[] must be a t-context.
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• ASc∪{T1; T2; T3} C[A]=C[B] is ASc∪{T1; T2; T3} C[R]=C[′R], obtained
by applying M1. Suppose that for a particular terminating tau occurrence in R its
match guard in C[R] and C[′R] are 1 and ′1 respectively. Then 1⇔ ′1 because
⇔ ′. It follows from 1⇒ x=y that ′1⇒ x=y. If R has no occurrence of  then
C[R] has a terminating tau occurrence in C[]. So C[R] has a terminating tau oc-
currence. Thus C[′R] satis2es the two conditions of De2nition 10 and therefore is
in t4-form.
• ASc∪{T1; T2; T3}C[A]=C[B] is ASc∪{T1; T2; T3}C[[a=b]R]=C[[a=b]R[b=
a]], obtained by applying M2. If a=b then C[[a=b]R[b=a]]≡C[[a=b]R]. Other-
wise let ; a=b; A1=b1; : : : ; an=bn be the match guard in C[[a=b]R] of a terminat-
ing tau occurrence in R, where  is constructed from C[] and A1=b1; : : : ; an=bn is
from R. Then the match guard ′ of that particular terminating tau occurrence in
C[[a=b]R[b=a]] is the list ; a=b; A1[b=a]=b1[b=a]; : : : ; an[b=a]=bn[b=a]. It should
be clear that
′⇔ ; a = b; A1[b=a] = b1[b=a]; : : : ; an[b=a] = bn[b=a]
⇔ ; a = b; A1 = b1; : : : ; an = bn
⇒ x = y:
Therefore C[[a=b]R[b=a]] is in t4-form.
• ASc∪{T1; T2; T3}C[A]=C[B] is ASc∪{T1; T2; T3}C[[a=b](R+S)]=C[[a= b]
R+ [a=b]S], obtained by applying M3. Then the match guard in C[[a=b](R+ S)]
of a terminating tau occurrence in R is the same as the match guard in C[[a=b]R+
[a=b]S] of the terminating tau occurrence in R. It follows that C[[a=b](R+ S)] is
in t4-form if and only if C[[a=b]R+ [a=b]S] is in t4-form.
• ASc∪{T1; T2; T3} C[A]=C[B] is obtained by applying S1, or S2, or S3. In these
cases C[B] is obviously in t4-form.
• ASc∪{T1; T2; T3} C[A]=C[B] is ASc∪{T1; T2; T3} C[[x=y]R + R]=C[R],
obtained by applying S4. If R contains a tau occurrence, then all terminating tau
occurrences in [x=y]R+ R are also terminating tau occurrences in C[[x=y]R+ R].
As C[[x=y]R + R] is in t4-form, all these terminating tau occurrences satisfy the
second condition in De2nition 10. It follows that C[R] also satis2es the second
condition in De2nition 10. Thus C[R] is in t4-form.
• ASc∪{T1; T2; T3}C[A]=C[B] is obtained by applying T1. If P has no occurrence
of tau, then both ::P and :P have only one terminating occurrence. Otherwise a
tau occurrence in P is terminating in ::P if and only if it is terminating in :P.
This is enough to show that C[B] is in t4-form.
• ASc∪{T1; T2; T3} C[A]=C[B] is obtained by applying T2 or T3. The situation is
similar to the previous one.
This completes the proof.
Theorem 12. : [x=y]= is not provable in ASc∪{T1; T2; T3}.
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Proof. It is clear that : [x=y] is in t4-form. If ASc∪{T1; T2; T3}  : [x=y]=Q
then, by Lemma 11, Q is in t4-form. So Q contains at least one match operator, which
means that it can not be .
2.4. The failure of the Hennessy lemma for mobile processes
In the proof of completeness theorem for the weak congruence in CCS, the following
result, which is attributed to Hennessy in [33], plays a crucial role:
Lemma 13 (Hennessy Lemma). If P≈Q then either :PQ or PQ or P :Q.
Here ≈ is the weak bisimilarity and  is the largest congruence relation contained
in ≈. In the proof of the completeness theorem by induction, the Hennessy Lemma
helps to lift P≈Q to either :PQ or PQ or P :Q, thus allowing the induction
hypothesis to apply.
In -calculus however the Hennessy Lemma does not hold in general! For a counter
example, consider the following three propositions:
:[x = y] o 0; (1)
[x = y] o 0; (2)
[x = y] o : (3)
None of them holds although [x=y]≈o 0 is true. In (1) a tau action from : [x=y]
cannot be matched up by any tau action from 0. In (2) a tau action from ([x=y])
[x=y] cannot be matched up by any tau action from 0[x=y]. And in (3) a tau action
from  cannot be matched up by any tau action from [x=y].
In the calculus of mobile processes, a local version of the Hennessy Lemma does
hold. Let’s explain what we mean by that using the above example. Assuming x=y
then (3) is valid. If x =y then (2) is true. In the symbolic approach [21,5], complete
systems for weak congruence relations can be achieved by exploiting the local Hennessy
Lemma.
Axiomatization of open congruences has been discussed in the strong case, but not
in the weak case. The failure of the Hennessy Lemma is another way to say that
the three tau laws fail to lift a complete system for the strong open bisimilarity to a
complete system for the weak open congruence as the resulting system is not capable
of proving the equality : [x=y]=.
2.5. The fourth tau law
We need to extend ASc∪{T1; T2; T3} to achieve a complete system for the weak
open congruence. We will show that it is suBcient to add a single law, the fourth
tau law. The new axiom, T4 in Fig. 8, involves a match operator. It is the simplest
among all the alternatives we have come up with. Some of the consequences of T4
are discussed below.
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Fig. 8. The fourth tau law.
Lemma 14. ASc∪{T1; T2; T3; T4}  :P=:(P + :P).
Proof. When  is empty, the result follows from T1 and T2. So the base case holds.
Now observe that
:P T4= :(P + [x = y]:P)
SD2= :(P + [x = y]:P + [x = y]:P)
I:H:= :(P + [x = y]:P + [x = y]:(P + :P))
M2= :(P + [x = y]:P + [x = y]:(P + :P)[y=x])
M1= :(P + [x = y]:P + [x = y]:(P + [x = y]:P)[y=x])
M2= :(P + [x = y]:P + [x = y]:(P + [x = y]:P))
T4= :(P + [x = y]:P)
So the proof can be completed by induction on the number of match operators in .
Lemma 15. ASc∪{T1; T2; T3; T4}:P=:(P+
∑
i∈I i:P) for a 0nite indexing set I.





























where the second equality holds by Lemma 14.
2.6. Saturation
The proof of completeness is always much harder than that of soundness. In the
standard proof of the completeness theorem for the weak congruence on 2nite CCS
processes [22,33], one veri2es 2rst that every normal form process is provably equiva-
lent to a saturated normal form process using the three tau laws. Recall that a process
P is saturated if, for every , P →P′ whenever P ⇒P′. It follows that P is in saturated
normal form if and only if whenever P ⇒P′ then :P′ is a summand of P. Now if P
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and Q are weakly congruent saturated normal form processes and P →P′ then Q ⇒Q′
for some Q′ such that Q′≈P′, where ≈ denotes the weak equivalence. By saturation,
Q →Q′ and therefore :Q′ is a summand of Q. If, and this is a nontrivial if, we can
deduce by induction hypothesis that :P′ is provably equal to :Q′, which is much
weaker than saying that P′ is provably equal to Q′, then we can conclude that every
summand of P is provably equal to a summand of Q, and vice versa. This gives us
the required completeness.
If one is only interested in a completeness proof, then the notion of saturated process
is not needed. What is really necessary is the following saturation property:
If P ⇒P′ and P is in normal form then P and P + :P′ are provably equal.
From the point of view of axiomatization, the role of saturation property is to relate
operational semantics to equational rewriting.
For -calculus the situation is a little bit more complex.
Lemma 16 (saturation). Suppose Q is in normal form. The following saturation prop-
erties hold:
(i) If Q
Pax⇒ Q′ then ASc∪{T1; T2; T3} Q=Q +  Pax:Q′.
(ii) If Q
a(x)⇒ Q′ then ASc∪{T1; T2; T3} Q=Q + a(x):Q′.
(iii) If Q
⇒ Q′ then ASc∪{T1; T2; T3} Q=Q + :Q′.
Proof. A standard exercise using Milner’s tau laws.
In the proof of the saturation lemma, the role of Milner’s tau laws is to systematically
remove tau pre2xes which only induce operationally unobservable actions.
2.7. Promotion
A careful examination of the role of the Hennessy Lemma in the completeness proof
for CCS shows that what it really comes down to is the following property:
If P≈Q then either :P=Q for P=Q, or P=:Q is provable.
So the Hennessy Lemma helps to transfer a semantic statement to a proof theoretical
one. As a matter of fact, as far as completeness is concerned, the following weaker
property is all one needs:
If P≈Q then :P=:Q is provable.
We will call it promotion property. Although the Hennessy Lemma does not hold in
the calculus of nondeterministic mobile processes, the promotion property does hold.
Lemma 17 (promotion). If P≈o Q then ASc∪{T1; T2; T3; T4}  :P=:Q.
Proof. Suppose P≈o Q. The proof is carried out by induction on the sum of the depths
of P and Q. By Lemma 6 we may concentrate on normal form processes. Suppose P
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If iai(x):Pi is a summand of P then (iai(x):Pi)i
aii (x)→ Pii must be matched up
by Qi
aii (x)⇒ Q′ such that Pii ≈o Q′. Both Pii and Q′ are in normal form and
d(Pii) + d(Q
′)¡d(P) + d(Q). So by induction hypothesis ASc∪{T1; T2; T3; T4} 
:Pii =:Q
′. It follows that






Therefore ASc∪{T1; T2; T3; T4}iai(x):Pi+Q = iaii(x):Q′+Q=Q by Lemma 16.
Similarly one proves that ASc∪{T1; T2; T3; T4}  iaixi:Pi + Q=Q whenever iaixi:
Pi is a summand of P.
Now suppose i:Pi is a summand of P. Then (i:Pi)i
→Pii . Some Q′ must
exist such that Pii ≈o Q′ and either Qi ⇒Q′ or Qi ≡Q′. By induction hypothesis
ASc∪{T1; T2; T3; T4}  :Pii =:Q′ is provable. In the 2rst case it can be easily
shown that
ASc ∪ {T1; T2; T3; T4}  i:Pi + Q = Q
using Lemma 16. In the second case one has
ASc ∪ {T1; T2; T3; T4}  i:Pi MD3= i:Pii
= i:Qi
MD3= i:Q




i∈I i:Q+Q for some sub-
set I of I3. So ASc∪{T1; T2; T3; T4} P+Q=
∑
i∈I i:Q+Q. It follows from Lemma
15 that ASc∪{T1; T2; T3; T4}  :(P+Q)=:(
∑
i∈I i:Q + Q)=:Q. Symmetrically
ASc∪{T1; T2; T3; T4}  :(P+Q)=:P.
Therefore ASc∪{T1; T2; T3; T4}  :P=:Q.
The promotion lemma relates the algebraic semantics to equational rewriting. It
promotes a pair of semantically equivalent processes to a pair of proof theoretically
equal processes.
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2.8. Completeness
The saturation and promotion properties suBce to establish the following absorption
property:
If P and Q are congruent then P + Q is provably equal to P.
Of course, under the same assumption, P + Q is also provably equal to Q. Hence the
completeness.
Theorem 18 (completeness). ASc∪{T1; T2; T3; T4} is sound and complete for o.
Proof. The soundness part is clear. The proof of completeness is almost the same
as that of Lemma 17. Suppose Po Q for normal form processes P and Q and that
ii:Pi is a summand of P. Then (i:Pi)i
i→Pii must be matched up by Qi i⇒Q′
for some Q′ such that Pii ≈o Q′. By Saturation Lemma,
ASc ∪ {T1; T2; T3; T4}  Q = Q + ii:Q′ (4)
By Promotion Lemma,
ASc ∪ {T1; T2; T3; T4}  :Pii = :Q′ (5)
Therefore
ASc ∪ {T1; T2; T3; T4}  ii:Pi + Q MD3= ii:Pii + Q
(5)
= ii:Q′ + Q
(4)
= Q
Thus ASc∪{T1; T2; T3; T4} P+Q=Q. Symmetrically ASc∪{T1; T2; T3; T4} P+Q
=P. Therefore ASc∪{T1; T2; T3; T4} P=Q.
The proof of the completeness theorem is very similar to that of promotion lemma.
The di7erence is to do with the induction step. In the latter proof one uses induction
hypothesis whereas in the former proof one refers to the promotion lemma. This is
a general phenomenon. As a matter of fact the di7erence between the proof of a
promotion property and that of the associated completeness theorem is so minor and
routine that in most cases the latter proof can be safely omitted.
2.9. Remark
The previous sections convey three pieces of information. The 2rst is that the
Hennessy Lemma does not hold in calculi of mobile processes; the second is that
Milner’s three tau laws are insuBcient for weak open congruence on mobile processes;
and the third is that a new tau law is necessary to deal with match operator under
pre2x operation. The 2rst two are closely related. All the three observations have wide
implications to nonsymbolic approaches to axiomatization.
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It has come a long way to settle down on the axiom T4. The 2rst solution, proposed
by Fu in an early version of [15], is a conditional equation rule formulated as follows:
P +
∑




The premises of the rule is an equational formalization of P≈o Q. The role of the rule
is to promote P≈oQ to :P=:Q, which is necessary to allow the proof of Lemma 17
to go through. In the 2nal version of [15] Fu made an observation that the rule is








It was after the submission of the 2nal version of [15] that he realized that, in the
presence of ASc∪{T1; T2; T3}, the above equality can be simpli2ed to
:P = :(P + :P)
which can be further simpli2ed to T4. It is diBcult to imagine an equivalent axiom
that is simpler than T4. This fourth tau law pinpoints the places where Milner’s three
tau laws fail. In the presence of the match operator, Milner’s tau laws fail to cover all
the aspects of mobility incurred by internal communication.
In [15] the following equality is given as an equality that holds semantically but is
possibly not provable by Milner’s tau laws:
:( Pax + [x=y] Pay) = : Pax (6)
Notice that (6) is an instance of T4. The discovery of T4 led us immediately to
:[x=y] =  (7)
This is probably the simplest counter example. Thanks to its simplicity, we are able
to formally justify our intuition that (7) is not provable using only Milner’s tau laws.
3. The pi calculus without mismatch
The -calculus without the mismatch operator is the calculus of nondeterministic
mobile processes extended with the parallel composition operator and the restriction
operator. In this section we investigate some aspects of the algebraic theory of this
language. The novelties of this section are as follows: (i) We give a complete system
for the weak open congruence of the -calculus without the mismatch operator using
distinction. (ii) We give an alternative complete system without using distinction.
3.1. Parallel composition
Syntactically if P and Q are processes then P|Q is a process of the parallel compo-
sition form. Semantically the two components of the processes P|Q can either evolve
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independently or communicate through common names. In -calculus the operational
semantics of the operator are de2ned as follows:
Composition:
P → P′ bn() ∩ fn(Q) = ∅
P|Q → P′|Q
P
a(x)→ P′ Q Pay→ Q′
P|Q → P′[y=x]|Q′
P
a(x)→ P′ Q Pa(x)→ Q′
P|Q → (x)(P′|Q′)
We have left out the symmetric rules. This operator does not have any e7ect on the
de2nition of open bisimilarity. De2nition 22 remains valid. From the point of view
of axiomatization, the parallel composition operator can be easily dealt with using the
















i∈I ii:Pi and Q is
∑
j∈J jj:Qj. This law makes most evident the
philosophy of interleaving semantics. The expansion law for the full -calculus with
the mismatch operator can be obtained by replacing the i and j in the above law
by ’i and ’j respectively, where ’i and ’j denote arbitrary 2nite sequences of mixed
match and=or mismatch operators.
In the rest of this paper we ignore the parallel composition operator most of the
time. This operator is signi2cant only in Section 4.1.5.
3.2. Restriction
A restriction process usually takes the form (x)P, where (x) is the restriction oper-
ator. The name x in (x)P is also bound. The operational semantics of the subcalculus
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Match:
P → P′
[x = x]P → P′
Choice:
P → P′
P + Q → P′
Q → Q′
P + Q → Q′
In the above rules  ranges over {a(x); Pax; Pa(x) | a; x∈N}∪{}. The label Pa(x) denotes
a restricted output, where x is bound. We will also use  to range over the set of
extended pre2xes, which contains the tau, the input pre2xes, the output pre2xes and
the restricted output pre2xes. A restricted output pre2x is de2ned as follows:
Pa(x):P def= (x) Pax:P
The set of the subject names of , notation subj(), is de2ned as follows: (i) subj() def=
∅; (ii) subj(a(x))def={a}; (iii) subj( Pax)def={a}; (iv) subj( Pa(x))def={a}. The de2nition of
context has to take into consideration of restriction. Formally we add to the previous
de2nition of context the following clause: (x)C[] is a context whenever C[] is a context.
The restriction operator adds a lot of expressive power to the calculus of mobile
processes. It also adds complications to its semantics. For instance, the de2nition of
the open bisimulation must be modi2ed since a free name introduced by a restricted
output action should be kept distinct from any other name. In order to formalize the
idea, Milner, Parrow and Walker introduced distinctions [34]. A distinction imposes
permanent inequalities on names.
Denition 19. A distinction is a 2nite symmetric and irreKexive relation on names. Dis-
tinctions will be denoted by D;D′ etc. The notation D\x denotes D\{(x; y); (y; x) |y is
a name}. The set of distinctions will be denoted by D.
Denition 20. A substitution  respects a distinction D if (a; b)∈D implies (a) =(b).
Similarly, a match sequence  respects a distinction D if (a; b)∈D implies ; a=b.
Using the above de2nition, Sangiorgi de2ned a class of distinction indexed bisimu-
lations in [43].
Denition 21. The set R={RD}D∈D of binary symmetric relations on processes is
a strong open bisimulation if, for each distinction D∈D and for each substitution 
respecting D, PRDQ implies the following properties:
(i) If P →P′ and  is not a restricted output action then Q′ exists such that Q →Q′
and P′RDQ′.
(ii) If P
Pa(x)→P′ then Q′ exists such that Q Pa(x)→Q′ and P′RD′Q′, where D′ is D∪{x}
×fn(P+Q)∪fn(P+Q)×{x}.
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P is strong open bisimilar to Q with respect to D, notation P∼Do Q, if there exists a
strong open bisimulation R={RD}D∈D such that (P;Q)∈RD for some D∈D. We say
that P is strong open bisimilar to Q if P∼∅o Q.
The equivalence ∼∅o will be compared to an alternative de2nition of strong open
bisimilarity for the full -calculus with the mismatch operator. Since we will take a
close look at the weak version of ∼∅o , we will not say anything more about it except
stating a completeness result at the end of this section.
Denition 22. The set R = {RD}D∈D of binary symmetric relations on processes is
a weak open bisimulation if for each distinction D∈D and for each substitution 
respecting D, PRDQ implies the following properties:
(i) If P →P′ and  is not a restricted output action then Q′ exists such that Q ˆ⇒Q′
and P′RDQ′.
(ii) If P
Pa(x)→ P′ then Q′ exists such that Q Pa(x)⇒Q′ and P′RD′Q′, where D′ is D∪{x}×
fn(P+Q)∪fn(P+Q)×{x}.
P is weak open bisimilar to Q with respect to D, notation P≈Do Q, if there exists a
weak open bisimulation R={RD}D∈D such that (P;Q)∈RD for some D∈D. We say
that P is weak open bisimilar to Q if P≈∅o Q.
In the standard manner one can de2ne the largest congruence ∅o contained in ≈∅o .
The proofs of the two lemmas below use the same proofs as for the strong equiva-
lence in [43].
Lemma 23. If P≈Do Q and D⊆D′ then P≈D
′
o Q.
Lemma 24. If  respects D then P≈Do Q implies P≈Do Q.
3.3. Proof system using distinction
We now begin to investigate the weak open congruence. This subsection follows [43]
closely. Our contribution is to give a complete system for the weak open congruence.
To get a complete system for ∅o , we need laws that deal with the restriction operator.
Now the system actually allows one to derive equalities indexed by distinctions, so
there are also some laws that manipulate indexed equalities. Fig. 9 summarizes some
general laws for restriction, which appeared 2rst in [34]; and Fig. 10 provides three
distinction indexed laws due to Sangiorgi [43].
Let ASd be ASc∪{L1; L2; L3; L4; L5; L6; L7; LI1; LI2; LI3}. Note that the law L7 is
derivable from ASd\{L7} using LI1 and LI3. In some systems without the indexed
equalities LI1, LI2 and LI3, the law L7 is indispensable.
In ASd one can show that every process can be rewritten to a normal form. But
since equalities are now indexed by distinctions, we need to de2ne normal forms with
respect to distinctions.
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Fig. 9. General axioms for restriction.
Fig. 10. Distinction indexed axioms.
Denition 25. Suppose D is a distinction. A process P is a D-normal form, or D-nf, if
P≡ ∑i∈I ii:Pi such that, for each i, i respects D and Pii is a Di -normal form.
The de2nition of the depth of a process need be modi2ed to take into account the
restriction operator. Let d((x)P) be the same as d(P).
Lemma 26. Suppose D is a distinction and P is a process. Then there is a D-nf H
such that ASd P=D H and d(H)6d(P).
The proof of the above lemma can be found in [43]. The proof of the saturation
properties, stated in the next lemma, is simple.
Lemma 27. Suppose Q is a normal form. The following saturation properties hold:
(i) If Q
Pax⇒Q′ then ASd∪{T1; T2; T3} Q=Q +  Pax:Q′.
(ii) If Q
a(x)⇒ Q′ and x does not appear in  then ASd∪{T1; T2; T3} Q=Q +
a(x):Q′.
(iii) If Q
⇒Q′ then ASd∪{T1; T2; T3} Q=Q + :Q′.
(iv) If Q
Pa(x)⇒ Q′ and x does not appear in  then ASd∪{T1; T2; T3} Q=Q +
 Pa(x):Q′.
The next lemma states the promotion properties.
Lemma 28. If P≈Do Q then ASd∪{T1; T2; T3; T4}  :P=D :Q.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 17. By Lemma 26, we can assume
that both P and Q are D-nf’s. We only consider restricted output actions. Suppose
i Pa(x):Pi is a summand of P and Pi
Pa(x)→ Pii . Then Q′ exists such that Qi
Pa(x)⇒ Q′ and




′≡Q′i , where D′=Di ∪{x}×fn(Pi + Qi)∪fn(Pi + Qi)×{x}.
Let D′′ be D∪{x}×fn(P+Q)∪fn(P+Q)×{x}. Then iPi≈D′′o iQ′ by Lemma 24.
So ASd∪{T1; T2; T3; T4}  :iPi =D′′ :iQ′ by induction hypothesis. Hence ASd ∪
{T1; T2; T3; T4}  Pax:iPi =D′′ Pax:iQ′, from which it follows from LI3 that ASd∪{T1;
T2; T3; T4}  Pa(x):iPi =D Pa(x):iQ′. Thus
ASd ∪ {T1; T2; T3; T4}  Q=D Q + i Pa(x):Q′
M2=D Q + i Pa(x):iQ′
=D Q + i Pa(x):iPi
M2=D Q + i Pa(x):Pi
The rest of the proof is similar to that of Lemma 17.
The proof of the completeness theorem is similar to that of Lemma 28.
Theorem 29. ASd∪{T1; T2; T3; T4} is sound and complete for ∅o .
For the purpose of completeness we state a relevant result due to Sangiorgi [43].
Theorem 30. ASd is sound and complete for ∼∅o .
We end this section by mentioning that the strong and weak open bisimilarities are
conservative extensions over the ones on nondeterministic mobile processes.
Lemma 31. On the set of nondeterministic mobile processes ∼∅o and ≈∅o coincide
respectively with ∼o and ≈o.
The proof of the above lemma amounts to showing that ∼o, respectively ≈o, is a
weak, respectively strong, ∅-open bisimulation and conversely ∼∅o , respectively ≈∅o , is
a strong, respectively weak, open bisimulation. These can be done in a routine manner.
4. The full pi calculus
Complete systems for the strong late congruence and the strong early congruence
are given in [38]. The version of the -calculus they use has the mismatch opera-
tor. Although the operator is debatable from a computational point of view, its role
in axiomatization seems indispensable in many places. The full -calculus with the
mismatch operator has the following abstract syntax:
P := 0 | :P | (x)P |P + P | [x = y]P | [x = y]P
where  := a(x) | Pax | . The operational semantics of the mismatch operator is as fol-
lows:
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Mismatch:
P →P′ x = y
[x = y]P →P′
In the presence of the mismatch operator the operational semantics is no longer pre-
served by substitution. In other words the stability property for operational semantics,
as stated below, fails:
If P →P′ then P →P′ for any substitution .
However the next lemma is valid.
Lemma 32. Suppose P 
′
→P′′ then P′ and  exist such that P′′≡P′ and ′=.
So we may write P →P′ without losing any generality. This fact will be used
implicitly later on.
Suppose Y is a 2nite set {y1; : : : ; yn} of names. The notation [y =∈Y ]P stands for
[y =y1] : : : [y =yn]P. When using this notation, the order of the mismatch operators in
[y =y1] : : : [y =yn]P is not relevant. From now on we will write ) and  to stand for
sequences of match and mismatch operators concatenated one after another, + for a
sequence of mismatch operators, and as before  for a sequence of match operators.
Consequently we write  P. When the length of  is zero,  P is just P. The notation
)⇒  says that ) logically implies  and )⇔  that ) and  are logically equivalent.
The closure of  , notation c( ), is de2ned as follows:
For x; y such that x =y, c( ) contains x=y, respectively x =y, whenever  ⇒ x=
y, respectively  ⇒ x =y.
We will write  \x for the sequence of match and mismatch operators in c( ) that do
not involve x. We will write ¬ to mean the disjunction, so to speak, of the negations
of the components of  . For instance if  is [x=y][a =b][c=d] then ¬ P stands for
[x =y]P + [a=b]P + [c =d]P.
Denition 33. Let V be a 2nite set of names. We say that  is complete on V
if n( )⊆V and for each pair x; y of names in V it holds that either  ⇒ x=y or
 ⇒ x =y.
Suppose  is complete on V and n())⊆V . Then it should be clear that either
 )⇔  or  )⇔⊥. In sequel this fact will be used implicitly.
Denition 34. Suppose  is a substitution and  is a sequence of match=mismatch
operators. Then  respects  if  ⇒ x=y implies (x)=(y) and  ⇒ x =y implies
(x) =(y). Dually  respects  if (x)=(y) implies  ⇒ x=y and (x) =(y)
implies  ⇒ x =y. Moreover  agrees with  , and  agrees with , if they respect
each other. The substitution  is induced by  if it agrees with  and rng()⊆n( ).
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Denition 35. Suppose + is a sequence of mismatch operators and D is a distinction.
Then D respects + if +⇒ x =y implies (x; y)∈D. Dually + respects D if (x; y)∈D
implies +⇒ x =y. Moreover + agrees with D if they respect each other.
The proof of the next lemma can be found in [38].
Lemma 36. If ) and  are complete on V and both agree with  then )⇔  .
When de2ning open bisimilarities without using distinctions we need, for every pair
x; y of names, an auxiliary operation denoted by ( )[x =y]. This operation inserts the
mismatch operator [x =y] in front of every pre2x operator. The structural de2nition
goes as follows:
(0)[x =y] def= 0
(:P)[x =y] def= [x = y]:P[x =y] where {x; y} ∩ bn() = ∅
((z)P)[x =y] def= (z)P[x =y] where z =∈ {x; y}
(P + Q)[x =y] def= P[x =y] + Q[x =y]
([u = v]P)[x =y] def= [u = v]P[x =y]
([u = v]P)[x =y] def= [u = v]P[x =y]
When constructing P [x =y] one must rename the bound names of P to prevent x; y from
being captured. The following lemma records a simple fact about this operation. It
says that the presence of a mismatch operator is irrelevant from an operational point
of view if the names involved are free and distinct.
Lemma 37. Suppose bn()∩{x; y}=∅ and x; y are distinct names. Then the following
properties hold:
(i) If P →P′ and x =y then P [x =y] → (P′)[x =y].
(ii) If P [x =y] →P′′ then P′ exists such that P →P′ and P′′≡ (P′)[x =y].
For Y ={y1; : : : ; yn}, let P [x =∈Y ] denote (: : : (P [x =y1])[x =y2] : : :)[x =yn]. When this nota-
tion is used the order of applying the operations ( )[x =y1]; : : : ; ( )[x =yn] is de2nitely not
important.
It should be easy to see that the operation ( )[x =y] can be used to make distinctions
syntactically explicit.
4.1. Bisimulation theory of the full calculus
The stability of the operational semantics simpli2es the theory of the bisimulation
equivalence because it allows one to de2ne bisimilarities that enjoy the following prop-
erty:
If P →P′ is simulated by Q ˆ⇒Q′ then P →P′ is simulated by Q ̂⇒Q′.
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This property holds for the open bisimilarities of the calculi studied in the previous
two sections. If stability fails, the above property is too strong to be of practical
interest. In this case the best one could expect, even though we know that Q ˆ⇒Q′
simulates P →P′, is that for each substitution  some Q1 exists such that Q ̂⇒Q1
simulates P →P′ provided that P can perform the action . It is therefore natural
to anticipate that the bisimulation theory without the stability property is quite di7erent
from what we have seen in the previous two sections.
The stability property fails to hold for the full -calculus. The algebraic investigation
we have carried out for the -calculus without the mismatch operator needs to be
redone, starting from the very de2nitions of bisimulations.
4.1.1. Late and early equivalences
It is well-known [34] that there are two versions of strong bisimilarity, late and
early bisimilarities. They di7er in the treatment of input actions. The early approach
regards input as an action that receives a name at the same time the action happens
whereas the late one thinks of input as a commitment of an action that is to pick up a
name before the next observable action occurs. The latter reminds one of asynchronous
communication. It is a rather intentional interpretation of the operational semantics. The
late bisimilarity is strictly stronger than the early one whether the model has mismatch
operator or not. Let’s review the de2nitions of the strong early equivalence and the
strong late equivalence.
Denition 38. Suppose R is a symmetric binary relation on the set of processes. The
relation R is a strong late bisimulation if whenever PRQ then the following property
holds:
(i) If  is not an input action and P →P′ then some Q′ exists such that Q →Q′RP′.
(ii) If P
a(x)→ P′ then some Q′ exists such that Q a(x)→ Q′ and, for every y, Q′[y=x]RP′
[y=x].
The strong late bisimilarity ∼˙l is the largest strong late bisimulation. Two processes
P and Q are strongly late equivalent, notation P∼l Q, if P ∼˙l Q for every substi-
tution .
Denition 39. Suppose R is a symmetric binary relation on the set of processes. The
relation R is a strong early bisimulation if whenever PRQ then the following property
holds:
(i) If  is not an input action and P →P′ then some Q′ exists such that Q →Q′RP′.
(ii) If P
a(x)→ P′ then, for every y, some Q′ exists such that Q a(x)→ Q′ and Q′[y=x]RP′
[y=x].
The strong early bisimilarity ∼˙e is the largest strong early bisimulation. Two pro-
cesses P and Q are strongly early equivalent, notation P∼e Q, if P ∼˙e Q for every
substitution .
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It is easily seen that ∼l is strictly contained in ∼e. The following is an example
exhibiting the di7erence: One has
a(x):R+ a(x) + a(x):[x = y]R ∼e a(x):R+ a(x)
but not
a(x):R+ a(x) + a(x):[x = y]R ∼l a(x):R+ a(x)
Using the mismatch operator a more general counter example can be given: It is clear
that
a(x):P + a(x):Q + a(x):([x = y]P + [x = y]Q) ∼e a(x):P + a(x):Q
but not
a(x):P + a(x):Q + a(x):([x = y]P + [x = y]Q) ∼l a(x):P + a(x):Q
As a matter of fact this counter example is so general that it characterizes the di7erence
between early and late equivalences in the sense that the equality
a(x):P + a(x):Q + a(x):([x = y]P + [x = y]Q) = a(x):P + a(x):Q
is the only di7erence between early and late complete systems. This fact is 2rst ob-
served in [38].
An interesting equality that holds for both the strong early equivalence and the strong
late equivalence is the following
C[[x = y]P] + C[0] ∼l [x = y]C[P] + C[0]
where both x and y are free in C[[x=y]P]. If a substitution  identi2es x and y then
C[[x=y]P] can be simulated by ([x=y]C[P]), otherwise it can be simulated by
C[0].
Next we de2ne the corresponding weak equivalences.
Denition 40. Suppose R is a symmetric binary relation on the set of processes. The
relation R is a weak late bisimulation if whenever PRQ then the following property
holds:
(i) If  is not an input pre2x and P →P′ then some Q′ exists such that Q ˆ⇒Q′RP′.
(ii) If P
a(x)→ P′ then some Q′ exists such that Q⇒a(x)→Q′ and for every y some Q′′
exists such that Q′[y=x]⇒Q′′RP′[y=x].
The weak late bisimilarity ≈˙lw is the largest weak late bisimulation. Two processes P
and Q are weakly late equivalent, notation P≈lw Q, if P ≈˙lw Q for every substitu-
tion .
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Let ≈˙l′w be the alternative of ≈˙lw de2ned by replacing the clause (ii) by the following
requirement:
(ii′) If P
a(x)→ P′ then some Q′ exists such that Q a(x)⇒ Q′ and Q′[y=x]RP′[y=x] for
every y.
It is well-known that ≈˙l′w is not even an equivalence relation. The following counter
example is taken from [43]. Let  be di7erent from  and de2ne:
P1
def= c(a):[a = b]+ c(a):(:[a = b]+ :+ )
P2







w P3 but P1 ˙≈
l′
w P3. On the other hand, P1 ≈˙lw P2 ≈˙lw P3 and P1 ≈˙lw P3.
Denition 41. Suppose R is a symmetric binary relation on the set of processes. The
relation R is a weak early bisimulation if whenever PRQ then the following property
holds:
(i) If  is not an input action and P →P′ then some Q′ exists such that Q ˆ⇒Q′RP′.
(ii) If P
a(x)→ P′ then for every y some Q′ and Q′′ exist such that Q⇒ a(x)→ Q′′ and
Q′′[y=x]⇒Q′RP′[y=x].
The weak early bisimilarity ≈˙ew is the largest weak early bisimulation. Two processes
P and Q are weakly early equivalent, notation P≈ew Q, if P ≈˙ew Q for every substi-
tution .
The next two lemmas appeared in strong forms in [38], in which ≈ stands for either
≈ew or ≈lw, and similarly ≈˙ stands for either ≈˙ew or ≈˙lw.
Lemma 42. Suppose that  is injective on fn(P + Q). Then P ≈˙Q if and only if
P ≈˙Q.
Lemma 43. Suppose  is complete on V ⊇fn(P + Q) and  agrees with  . Then
 P ≈˙  Q if and only if  P ≈˙  Q if and only if ( P) ≈˙ ( Q) if and only if
 P ≈  Q.
Proof. By Lemma 42 we may assume that  is induced by  . It follows easily from
[x=y]P ≈˙ [x=y]P[y=x] that  P ≈˙  Q if and only if  P ≈˙  Q. Now  is injective
on fn(P + Q). So ( P) ≈˙ ( Q) by Lemma 42. Therefore ( P) ≈˙ ( Q).
Consequently  P≈ Q.
4.1.2. Strong open bisimilarity
The strong open bisimilarity introduced by Sangiorgi makes use of distinctions,
whose role is to record names that should be kept distinct from each other in two
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relevant simulating processes. Distinctions formalize the fact that, in -calculus, a lo-
cal name in a process is never identi2ed with any other name during the evolution
of the process. In this paper we show that the distinctions are not necessary in the
presence of the mismatch operator. To start with we show how this can be achieved
for strong open bisimilarity.
Denition 44. Suppose R is a symmetric binary relation on the set of processes. The
relation R is a strong open bisimulation if whenever PRQ then the following properties
hold for every substitution :
(i) If P →P′, where  is not a restricted output action, then some Q′ exists such
that Q →Q′RP′.
(ii) If P
Pa(x)→ P′ and x =∈fn(Q) then some Q′ exists such that Q Pa(x)→ Q′ and (P′)[x =∈Y ]
R(Q′)[x =∈Y ], where Y is fn(P′ + Q′)\{x}.
The strong open bisimilarity ∼o is the largest strong open bisimulation.
Intuitively a restricted name is kept distinct from any other name by inserting enough
mismatch operators in front of all occurrences of pre2x. This is necessary because
names can be instantiated at every bisimulation step in the open semantics. It should




should not be replaced by (P′)[x =∈(fn(P
′)\{x})]R(Q′)[x =∈(fn(Q
′)\{x})]. Otherwise it would
not result in an equivalence relation. But for the above de2nition it is not obvious that
∼o is an equivalence relation. We are not going to prove this fact here since we will
establish the equivalence property for the weak open bisimilarities.
We have also overloaded the notation ∼o. Some clari2cation is called for. In what
follows we show that the two de2nitions of ∼o are consistent. We need two auxiliary
lemmas whose proofs we omit, the 2rst of which is due to Sangiorgi [43].
Lemma 45. Suppose P and Q are processes in the -calculus without the mismatch
operator, D is a distinction and  is a substitution. If P∼Do Q and  respects D then
P∼Do Q.
Lemma 46. Suppose D is a distinction. If P∼Do Q and x =∈fn(P + Q) then P∼D\xo Q.
In order to get our result, we prove a more general result.
Theorem 47. Suppose P and Q are processes in the -calculus without the mismatch,
and the distinction D agrees with the mismatch sequence +. Then P∼Do Q if and only
if P+∼o Q+.
Proof. (i) Let R be {(P+; Q+) |P∼Do Q and D agrees with + for some D and +}∪∼o.
We prove that R is a strong open bisimulation in the sense of De2nition 21. First of
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all we need to show that R is closed under substitution. Now suppose P+RQ+, that is
P∼Do Q and D agrees with +. If  respects + then  respects D, therefore P∼Do Q
by Lemma 45, and consequently (P)+R(Q)+. If  does not respect + then it can
be easily proved that (P+)∼o 0∼o (Q+).
Now suppose that P∼Do Q and that D agrees with +. If P+ →P′′ then, by Lemma 37,
one has P →P′ and P′′≡P′+. There are two cases:
•  is not a restricted output action. It follows from P∼Do Q that Q →Q′∼Do P′ for
some Q′. By Lemma 37, Q+ →Q ′+RP′+.
•  is a restricted output action Pa(x). It follows from P∼Do Q that Q
Pa(x)→ Q′∼D′o P′, where
D′ is D∪{x}×fn(P+Q). Clearly Q+ Pa(x)→ Q ′+ and D′ agrees with +[x =∈fn(P+Q)].
It is also clear that fn(P′+Q′)\{x}⊆fn(P+Q). By Lemma 46, P′∼D′o Q′ implies
P′∼D′′o Q′ where D′′ is a distinction that agrees with +[x =∈(fn(P′ + Q′)\{x})]. So
P′+[x =∈ (fn(P
′+Q′)\{x})]RQ ′+[x =∈ (fn(P
′+Q′)\{x})].
So R is a strong open bisimulation in the sense of De2nition 21. Thus P∼Do Q implies
P+∼o Q+.
(ii) The proof that P+∼o Q+ implies P∼Do Q, where D agrees with +, is similar to
(i). For a distinction D, let RD be {(P;Q) |P+∼o Q+; + agrees with D} and let R
be {RD}D∈D. It can be proved that R is a strong open bisimulation, in the sense of
De2nition 44, for the -calculus without the mismatch operator.
Corollary 48. P∼∅o Q if and only if P∼o Q for P;Q that do not contain any mismatch
operator.
Therefore ∼o of the full -calculus is a conservative extension of ∼∅o , which by
Lemma 31 is a conservative extension of ∼o of the calculus of nondeterministic mobile
processes. So the overloading of ∼o is harmless.
4.1.3. Weak open bisimilarities
In the presence of the mismatch operator there are at least three weak versions of
open bisimilarity. In what follows we examine each of the weak open bisimilarity in
turn. We 2rst take a look at the most loose weak open congruence. It is an obvi-
ous generalization of the strong open bisimilarity. This is akin to Sangiorgi’s version
of weak open congruence he introduced for mobile processes without the mismatch
operator.
Denition 49. Suppose R is a symmetric binary relation on the set of processes. The
relation R is a weak open bisimulation if whenever PRQ then the following properties
hold for every substitution :
(i) If P →P′, where  is not a restricted output action, then some Q′ exists such
that Q ˆ⇒Q′RP′.
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(ii) If P
Pa(x)→ P′ and x =∈fn(Q) then some Q′ exists such that Q Pa(x)⇒ Q′ and (P′)[x =∈Y ]
R(Q′)[x =∈Y ], where Y is fn(P′ + Q′)\{x}.
The weak open bisimilarity ≈wo is the largest weak open bisimulation.
Weak open bisimilarity is a very loose equivalence relation. This can be seen from
the following example:
a(x):[x = y]:P + a(x):P ≈wo a(x):[x = y]:P
The action a(x): [x =y]:P + a(x):P a(x)→ P is simulated by a(x): [x =y]:P a(x)→ →P. The
equivalence is reasonable in the absence of the parallel operator. But the combination of
the mismatch and the composition would render the weak open bisimilarity anomalous.
For instance the above equivalence does not imply the following
(a(x):[x = y]:P + a(x):P)| Pay ≈wo (a(x):[x = y]:P)| Pay
The action (a(x): [x =y]:P+ a(x):P)| Pay →P[y=x]|0 cannot be matched up by any ac-
tion from the process (a(x): [x =y]:P)| Pay. In our view (a(x): [x =y]:P + a(x):P)| Pay
and (a(x): [x =y]:P)| Pay should not be identi2ed by any reasonable bisimulation equiv-
alence.
The anomaly is caused by the delay of instantiation of input actions, which would
not have been a great problem in the absence of the mismatch operator. With the
mismatch operator around it seems better to let the instantiation happen immediately.
For that purpose we introduce below two versions of re2nement of the weak open
bisimilarity. The 2rst one is the late open bisimilarity.
Denition 50. Suppose R is a symmetric binary relation on the set of processes. The
relation R is a late open bisimulation if whenever PRQ then the following properties
hold for every substitution :
(i) If P →P′, where  is neither a restricted output action nor an input action, then
some Q′ exists such that Q ˆ⇒Q′RP′.
(ii) If P
a(x)→ P′ then some Q′ exists such that Q⇒ a(x)→ Q′, and for each y, some Q′′
exists such that Q′[y=x]⇒Q′′RP′[y=x].
(iii) If P
Pa(x)→ P′ and x =∈fn(Q) then some Q′ exists such that Q Pa(x)⇒ Q′ and (P′)[x =∈Y ]
R(Q′)[x =∈Y ], where Y is fn(P′ + Q′)\{x}.
The late open bisimilarity ≈lo is the largest late open bisimulation.
The third open bisimilarity we consider is the early open bisimilarity. The di7erence
between the late open bisimilarity and the early open bisimilarity is in analogy to that
between the weak late bisimilarity and the weak early bisimilarity.
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Denition 51. Suppose R is a symmetric binary relation on the set of processes. The
relation R is an early open bisimulation if whenever PRQ then the following properties
hold for every substitution :
(i) If P →P′, where  is neither a restricted output action nor an input action, then
some Q′ exists such that Q ˆ⇒Q′RP′.
(ii) If P
a(x)→ P′ then for every y some Q′ and Q′′ exists such that Q⇒ a(x)→ Q′′ and
Q′′[y=x]⇒ Q′RP′[y=x].
(iii) If P
Pa(x)→ P′ and x =∈fn(Q) then some Q′ exists such that Q Pa(x)⇒ Q′ and (P′)[x =∈Y ]
R(Q′)[x =∈Y ], where Y is (fn(P′ + Q′)\{x}).
The early open bisimilarity ≈eo is the largest early open bisimulation.
As one would expect the late open bisimilarity is stronger than the early open bisimi-
larity. The next lemma summarizes the relationship among the three open bisimilarities.
Lemma 52. ≈lo⊂≈eo⊂≈wo and the inclusions are strict.
Proof. The 2rst inclusion is by de2nition. Here is a counter example that justi2es the
strictness of the inclusion:
a(x):[x = y]:A+ a(x):[x = y]:A ≈eo a(x):[x = y]:A+ a(x):[x = y]:A+ a(x):A
but
a(x):[x = y]:A+ a(x):[x = y]:A ≈lo a(x):[x = y]:A+ a(x):[x = y]:A+ a(x):A
Suppose P≈eoQ and P
a(x)→ P′. Then some Q′′ and Q′ exist such that Q⇒ a(x)→ Q′′ and
Q′′⇒Q′≈eoP′. That is Q
a(x)⇒ Q′≈eoP′. Hence P≈wo Q. The strictness of the second
inclusion is veri2ed by the following counter example:
a(x):[x = y]:B ≈wo a(x):[x = y]:B+ a(x):B
but
a(x):[x = y]:B ≈eo a(x):[x = y]:B+ a(x):B
This completes the proof.
4.1.4. Weak open bisimilarities are equivalence relations
The open bisimilarities are by de2nition closed under substitution. It is however
not obvious that they are equivalence relations. The next lemma, whose proof can be
found in Appendix A.1, is the crux of the equivalence proof. It says that the presence or
absence of a mismatch operator does not a7ect the algebraic equality of two processes
if the relevant names are distinct and not both of them appear in the processes.
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Lemma 53. The following properties hold for ≈o:
(i) If P≈lo Q then P [x =y]≈lo Q [x =y].
(ii) If P [x =y]≈lo Q [x =y] and {x; y}*fn(P + Q) then P≈lo Q.
(i) and (ii) also hold for ≈eo and ≈wo .
Now we are ready to show that the weak open bisimilarities are equivalence
relations.
Lemma 54. ≈lo, ≈eo and ≈wo are all equivalence relations.
Proof. We prove transitivity and consider only input and restricted output actions. Sup-
pose P≈lo Q and Q≈lo R. If P
a(x)→ P′ then some Q′ and Q′′ exist such that Q⇒ a(x)→ Q′′
and, for every y, Q′′[y=x]⇒Q′≈lo P′[y=x]. As Q≈lo R, we have R′′ and R′′′ such
that R⇒ a(x)→ R′′ and, for every y, R′′[y=x]⇒R′′′≈lo Q′′[y=x]. Consequently R′′′⇒R′≈lo
Q′≈lo P′[y=x] for some R′. Now suppose P
Pa(x)→ P′. Then by de2nition Q Pa(x)⇒ Q′ and
R




′+Q′)\{x})]. By (i) of Lemma 53 one gets
(P′)[x =∈(fn(P
′+Q′+R′)\{x})] ≈lo (Q′)[x =∈(fn(P
′+Q′+R′)\{x})] ≈lo (R′)[x =∈(fn(P
′+Q′+R′)\{x})]
It follows from (ii) of Lemma 53 that (P′)[x =∈(fn(P
′+R′)\{x})]≈lo (R′)[x =∈(fn(P
′+R′)\{x})].
The proofs of the other two equivalence relations are the same.
It is easily checked that Lemmas 45 and 46 also hold for ≈Do . This fact is used in
the proof of the following theorem.
Theorem 55. The three relations ≈lo, ≈eo and ≈wo coincide with ≈∅o on the set of
-processes without the mismatch operator.
Proof. The -calculus without the mismatch operator enjoys the property that if P →P′
then P →P′ for each substitution . By de2nition ≈eo, ≈lo and ≈wo are closed under
substitution. It is then easy to see that the three relations coincide with each other on
the set of -processes without the mismatch operator since it does not matter which
instantiation scheme we use. We only have to show that ≈wo also coincides with ≈o
when restricted to these processes. Notice that ≈wo is closed under parallel composition
for processes without the mismatch operator.
(i) Let R be {(P+; Q+) |P≈Do Q for some D such that D agrees with +}∪≈wo .
We prove that R is a weak open bisimulation up to ≈wo on the set of -processes
without the mismatch. First we show that R is closed under substitution. Suppose
P+RQ+. If  agrees with +, it agrees with D as well. By Lemma 45, we have that
P≈Do Q. So (P)+R(Q)+. Otherwise  does not agree with +, in which case
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(P+)≈wo 0≈wo (Q+). Now consider the actions of P+. If P+ →P′′ then, by Lemma 37,
we have P →P′ and P′′≡P′+. There are two cases:
• If  is not a restricted output action then it follows from P≈Do Q that Q ˆ⇒Q′≈Do P′
for some Q′ and, by Lemma 37, Q+ ˆ⇒Q ′+RP′+.
• If  is a restricted output action Pa(x) then it follows from P≈Do Q that Q
Pa(x)⇒ Q′≈D′ P′,
where D′ is D∪{x}×fn(P+Q). Therefore Q+ Pa(x)⇒ Q ′+. Using the facts that P′≈D′o Q′
and that (fn(P′ + Q′)\{x})⊆fn(P + Q), one obtains that P′≈D′′o Q′ where D′′
is D∪{x}× (fn(P′ + Q′)\{x})∪(fn(P′ + Q′)\{x})×{x}. Since D′′ agrees with
+[x =∈(fn(P′ + Q′)\{x})], one gets that P′+[x =∈(fn(P′+Q′)\{x})]RQ ′+[x =∈(fn(P′+Q′)\{x})].
If we let D be the empty set then P≈o Q implies P≈wo Q for P and Q without the
mismatch operator.
(ii) Now we show that ≈wo ⊆≈∅o . The proof is similar to (i). For a distinction D,
de2ne RD to be
{(P;Q) |P+ ≈wo Q+; D agrees with +}
and let R be {RD}D∈D. Then R is a weak open bisimulation in the -calculus without
the mismatch operator. By letting D be the empty set one gets that P≈wo Q implies
P ≈∅o Q.
This 2nishes the proof.
4.1.5. Weak congruence revisited
It is clear that ≈eo is not a congruence relation. It is preserved neither by the sum-
mation operator nor by the mismatch operator. For instance
[x = y] Paa ≈eo [x = y]: Paa
This is because the right hand can perform a tau action and become Paa. But Paa is
not early open bisimilar to [x =y] Paa. The same can be said about the other two weak
open bisimilarities. We will write lw and ew for the congruence relations de2ned
respectively from ≈˙lw and ≈˙ew in the manner of De2nition 4. Similarly we will write
lo, eo and wo for the congruence relations de2ned respectively from ≈lo, ≈eo and ≈wo
in the manner of De2nition 4.
The inclusion structure of the eight congruence relations is described in Fig. 11,
where an arrow indicates a strict inclusion.
For the full -calculus with the parallel operator one can apply the well-known
expansion law to transplant its algebraic theory to that of nondeterministic mobile
processes with restricted output. The only exception is the weak open bisimilarity.
However we can rede2ne the weak open congruence wo as the largest bisimulation
congruence relation contained in ≈wo . In light of the following proposition this does
not give rise to a new congruence.
Proposition 56. In the full -calculus with the parallel composition operator, wo
coincides with eo.
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Fig. 11. The inclusion structure of the eight congruence relations.
Proof. The proof of eo⊆wo is trivial.
Suppose Pwo Q. We now prove that it is an open early bisimulation. We only
consider the case of input action as the rest is easier. Suppose P
a(x)→ P′. Because
wo is a congruence relation, P| Pay: Pbbwo Q| Pay: Pbb for fresh names y and b. Now
P| Pay:b →P′[y=x]| Pbb. This action must be matched up by Q| Pay: Pbb⇒Q1| Pay: Pbb →
Q2| Pbb⇒Q3| Pbbwo P[y=x]| Pbb, from which it is easy to see that Q⇒Q1
a(x)→ Q′, Q′[y=x]
≡Q2⇒Q3 and Q3wo P[y=x]. Consequently wo is an open early bisimulation. Con-
clude that wo ⊆eo.
In what follows we will refer to ∼ls, ∼es , ≈lw, ≈ew as the ground congruences and
∼so, ≈lo, ∼eo, ≈wo as the open congruences.
4.2. Laws of the full calculus
The laws of the full -calculus can be divided into three groups: The 2rst group
consists of basic laws that hold for all the eight congruences. In addition to the laws
given in Sections 2 and 3, this group has laws about the mismatch operator. The second
group contains those laws that are valid for some strong congruence but not all the
strong congruences. These laws are particularly interesting. The third group collects all
the tau laws used in this paper. Some of the tau laws are good for all the congruences.
Others only hold for some of the congruences. The relationship among the laws is
complex. This section tries to unveil part of the picture.
4.2.1. Basic laws
In Fig. 12 some basic laws for the full -calculus are listed, together with all the
equivalence and congruence rules, all of them can be found in [34] or [38]. The laws
M4 and M5 deal with the mismatch operator. The law S5 also involves the mismatch
operator. The rest of the laws have already been seen in Section 3.2. This set of
rules and axioms will be referred to as AS. They are sound for all the observational
equalities, for the full -calculus, that we are aware of. Their intended meanings are
obvious.
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Fig. 12. AS: basic rules and axioms for the full pi calculus.
Fig. 13. Some laws derivable from AS.
The axioms about the mismatch operator in Fig. 12 enables us to derive some
interesting equalities for -processes. In Fig. 13 some important derived laws are given.
The proofs that these laws follow from AS can be found in [38]. To establish D5
for example, one shows that both (x)[y =z]P and [y =z](x)P are provably equal to
[y =z](x)[y =z]P, using L6 and S5. Notice that D6 is derived from L7.
In [43] a completeness theorem is proved for strong open bisimilarity on -processes
without the mismatch operator. A more streamlined approach is used in previous sec-
tions to establish a completeness result for weak open congruence of the same language.
In the presence of mismatch operator, the method of [43] and previous sections should
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be modi2ed. First of all the normal forms of the processes in the full -calculus need
be rede2ned.
Denition 57. Let V be a 2nite set of names. A process P is a complete normal form
on V if it is of the form∑
i∈I
 ii:Pi
such that bn(i)∩V =∅,  i is complete on V and Pi is a complete normal form on
V ∪bn(i) for each i∈ I .
Let d(P) be the maximal number of nested pre2x operators in P. The de2nition of
d(P) extends the one given previously by requiring that d([x =y]P) def= d(P).
Lemma 58. For a process P and a 0nite set V of names such that fn(P)⊆V there
is a complete normal form Q on V such that d(Q)6d(P) and AS Q=P.
The proof of the above lemma is by simple induction. Use S5 if necessary to transfer
outermost sequences of match and mismatch operators to complete ones on V .
We now derive some more equalities in AS.
Lemma 59. Suppose that y1; : : : ; yn are pairwise distinct names and Y is the set
{y1; : : : ; yn}. Then AS P=[x=y1]P + · · ·+ [x=yn]P + [x =∈Y ]P.
Proof. First of all notice that the following equality is valid by D1 and S5:
AS  [x = y]P + [x = y][x = z]P = [x = y]P + [x = z]P (8)
which can be derived as follows:
[x = y]P + [x = y][x = z]P D1= [x = y]P + [x = y][x = z]P + [x = y][x = z]P
S5= [x = y]P + [x = z]P
When n=1 the lemma is just S5. Suppose the lemma holds for n¿1. Then
AS P S5= [x = yn+1]P + [x = yn+1]P
I:H:= [x = yn+1]P + [x = yn+1]([x = y1]P + · · · [x = yn]P + [x =∈ Y ]P)
M4= [x = yn+1]P + [x = yn+1][x = y1]P + · · ·+ [x = yn+1][x = yn]P
+ [x =∈ Y ′]P
(8)
= [x = yn+1]P + [x = y1]P + · · ·+ [x = yn+1][x = yn]P + [x =∈ Y ′]P
...
(8)
= [x = yn+1]P + [x = y1]P + · · ·+ [x = yn]P + [x =∈ Y ′]P
= [x = y1]P + · · ·+ [x = yn]P + [x = yn+1]P + [x =∈ Y ′]P
where Y ′={y1; : : : ; yn; yn+1}.
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Fig. 14. Additional laws.
Fig. 15. Laws equivalent to L8 or M6.




i∈I  i is a tautology then AS 
∑
i∈I  iP=P.
The next lemma explains why M5 is necessary.
Lemma 61. If  ⇔⊥ then AS   P=0.
Proof. Obviously  ⇔⊥ if and only if  ⇔ x =x. We are done by using M5.
4.2.2. Additional laws
All complete systems studied in the rest of the paper extend AS. Each of these
systems contains some of the axioms listed in Fig. 14. The law S6 was 2rst proposed
in [38] and the law M6 was introduced in [34]. Notice that L8 and L1 imply L7.
In Fig. 15 some equivalent formulations of L8 and M6 are given. The next lemma
establishes the equivalence of L8, L8a and L8b on top of the system AS.
Lemma 62. AS∪{L8} L8a, AS∪{L8a} L8b and AS∪{L8b} L8.
Proof. The following inference shows that AS∪{L8} L8a:
(x)C[P] = (x)C[[x = y]P + [x = y]P]
L8= (x)C[0+ [x = y]P]
= (x)C[[x = y]P]
The fact AS∪{L8a} L8b is clear. And AS∪{L8b} L8 is established easily as follows:
(x)C[[x = y]P] L8b= (x)C[[x = y]P][x =y]
= (x)C[0][x =y]
L8b= (x)C[0]
where the second equality holds by Lemma 61.
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Fig. 16. Tau laws for the full pi calculus.
L8 and L8a are formulated in terms of contexts while L8b has the virtue that it does
not explicitly refer to the notion of contexts. On the other hand L8 has the advantage
of not using mismatch operator and therefore is applicable to a wider range of calculi.
The next lemma relates M6 and M6a.
Lemma 63. AS∪{M6} M6a and AS∪{M6a} M6.
Proof. Assume that {x; y}∩bn()=∅. Then M6a implies M6 because
[x = y]:P M6a= (:P)[x =y]
M1= (:[x = y]P)[x =y]
M6a= [x = y]:[x =y]P
The converse is proved by structural induction.
In view of the above two lemmas, we will use L8 to stand for any of the three laws
L8, L8a, L8b and M6 for either of the two laws M6, M6a.
L8 is valid for the strong open bisimilarity whereas M6 holds for the strong early=late
bisimilarity. It should come as no surprise that the latter implies the former in AS.
Lemma 64. AS∪{M6} L8.
Proof. AS  (x)P [x =y] M6=(x)[x =y]P D6=(x)P.
The law S6 cannot be deduced from the law S5. The latter is valid for all the
congruences whereas the former is invalid for the open congruences.
4.2.3. Tau laws
In order to extend AS to complete systems for the weak observational congruences
of the full -calculus, we need the tau laws in Fig. 16. There are altogether six tau
laws. The 2rst two are familiar. The remaining four need some explanation:
• The T3 in Fig. 16 is a generalization of the T3 in Fig. 7, taking into account the
mismatch operator. The general T3 is equivalent to the restricted T3 in the presence
of M6. But without M6 the former strictly subsumes the latter because the equality
:(P+[x =y]:Q)=:(P+[x =y]:Q)+:Q, where bn()∩{x; y}=∅, is not implied
by the restricted T3.
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Fig. 17. Derived tau laws.
• The T4 in Fig. 16 is a generalization of the T4 in Fig. 8, again taking into account
of the mismatch operator. This law is subsumed by M6.
• T5 is a law valid for the early open congruence. The following is a simple instance
of the law:
a(x):(P0 + [x = y]:Q) + a(x):(P1 + [x = y]:Q)
= a(x):(P0 + [x = y]:Q) + a(x):(P1 + [x = y]:Q) + a(x):Q
More generally we have the following binary version of T5:
a(x):(P0 +  0:Q) + a(x):(P1 +  1:Q)
= a(x):(P0 +  0:Q) + a(x):(P1 +  1:Q) +  a(x):Q
where  0∨ 1⇔  and x =∈n( ). This binary law does not seem to imply T5. All
our attempts to simplify the law have failed.
• T6 holds for the weak open congruence. It implies T5. Notice that this law makes
sense only in a late operational semantics. It has far less signi2cance than the other
2ve tau laws.
The overloading of the name T3, respectively T4, is not a problem since a same law
takes di7erent forms in di7erent subcalculi.
In Fig. 17 some derived laws of T3, T4 and T5 are presented. The joint e7ect of
T3a and T3b is the same as that of T3. Similarly T4a and T4b together have the
same power as T4. T5a is a more manageable version of T5, which is more useful in
practice. In this rule Py, for each y∈Y , indicates a process di7erent P.
We now formalize some of the above claims in the rest of this section.
Lemma 65. The following properties hold:
(i) AS∪{:(P + :Q)=:(P + :Q) + :Q}∪{M6} T3a.
(ii) AS∪{:(P + :Q)=:(P + :Q) + :Q}∪{M6} T3b.
(iii) AS∪{T1; T2}∪{T3a; T3b} T3.
Proof. The proof of (i) can be given as follows:
:(P + +:Q) = :(P + +:Q) + +:(P + +:Q)
M6= :(P + +:Q) + +:(P + :Q)
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= :(P + +:Q) + +:(P + :Q) + +:Q
= :(P + +:Q) + +:Q
The proof of (ii) is similar. For (iii) notice that :(P+:Q)=:(P+:Q)+:Q follows
from T1 and T2. Hence :(P + +:Q)=:(P + +:Q) + +:Q when bn()∩n(+)=∅.
Suppose n( )∩bn()=∅. By M1 one may assume that  =+, where  is the match
part of  and + is the mismatch part of  . When =[] the lemma is just T3a, T3b
and T3c. If =[x=y]′ then
:(P + [x = y]′+:Q)
D1= [x = y]:(P + [x = y]′+:Q) + :(P + [x = y]′+:Q)
M1;M2
= [x = y]:(P + ′+:Q) + :(P + [x = y]′+:Q)
I:H:= [x = y](:(P + ′+:Q) + ′+:Q) + :(P + [x = y]′+:Q)
M3= [x = y]:(P + ′+:Q) + [x = y]′+:Q + :(P + [x = y]′+:Q)
D1= :(P + [x = y]′+:Q) + [x=y]′+:Q
This completes the proof.
Lemma 66. The following properties hold:
(i) AS∪{T1; T2}∪{M6} T4.
(ii) AS∪{T4a; T4b} T4.
Proof. (i) The proof is by induction. The base case is taken care of by T1 and T2.
For the inductive step observe that
:(P + [x = y] :P)
S5= [x = y]:(P + [x = y] :P) + [x = y]:(P + [x = y] :P)
M1;M2
= [x = y]:(P +  :P) + [x = y]:(P + [x = y] :P)
M6;M4
= [x = y]:(P +  :P) + [x = y]:([x = y]P + [x = y][x = y] :P)
= [x = y]:(P +  :P) + [x = y]:[x = y]P
M6= [x = y]:(P +  :P) + [x = y]:P
I:H:= [x = y]:P + [x = y]:P
S5= :P
where the fourth equality is by Lemma 61. Similarly one can prove that AS lw  :P=
:(P + [x =y] :P) whenever AS lw  :P=:(P +  :P).
(ii) The proof is by induction. By M1 one can suppose that  =+, where  is the
match part of  and + is the mismatch part of  . When =[] the lemma is simply
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T4b. When =[x=y]′, one has
:P T4a= :(P + [x = y]:P)
D1= :(P + [x = y]′+:P + [x = y]:P)
I:H:= :(P + [x = y]′+:P + [x = y]:(P + ′+:P))
M1= :(P + [x = y]′+:P + [x = y]:(P + [x = y]′+:P))
T4a= :(P + [x = y]′+:P)
This completes the proof.
Lemmas 64–66 explain why one has not seen L8, the general T3 and the general T4
in literature: They are all subsumed by M6. It is when one investigates bisimulation
congruences where M6 fails to hold that one discovers these laws. The next lemma is
another example of using the power of M6, whose proof is placed in Appendix A.3.
Lemma 67. AS∪{M6}∪{T1; T2; T3}  :(P + ):Q)=:(P + :():Q + ¬):P)).
Next we discuss properties concerned with T5 and T6. The proof of the next lemma
can be found in Appendix A.4.
Lemma 68. In AS∪{T1; T2; T3} the law T5∑
i∈I
a(x):(Pi +  i:Q) =
∑
i∈I
a(x):(Pi +  i:Q) +  a(x):Q
is equivalent to the law T5a
k∑
i=1




a(x):(Pi + +[x = yi]:Q) + a(x):(P + +[x =∈ Y ]:Q) + +a(x):Q
In the above two equalities,
∨
i∈I  i⇔  , x =∈n( ), k¿1, Y ={y1; y2; : : : ; yk} and x =∈
n(+).
The next lemma says that T6 is stronger than T5.
Lemma 69. AS∪{T1; T2; T3}∪{T6} T5.
Proof. It is easily seen that T6 implies T5a. We are done by using Lemma 68.
Lemma 70. Let  be a set of mismatch and match operators none of which contains
x; + is a set of mismatch operators each of which contains x. Then AS∪{T1; T2; T3}∪
{T6}  a(x):(P +  +:Q)=a(x):(P +  +:Q) +  a(x):Q.
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Fig. 18. Systems for the full pi calculus.
Proof. Using induction on the numbers of match=mismatch operators in  , the proof
is similar to that of Lemma 65.
We have seen that S6, proposed by Parrow and Sangiorgi in [38], is the only law
that separates the early congruence and the late congruence. We will see that T5 is the
only law that distinguishes the early open congruence and the late open congruence.
One would be interested to know the relationship between the two if there is any. The
next lemma seems to be the best one can expect in view of the fact that S6 is not
valid for the early open congruence.
Lemma 71. AS∪{T1; T2; T3}∪{S6} T5.
The proof of the above lemma is in Appendix A.5.
4.3. Completeness results for the full calculus
Finally we come to the point where we can prove the completeness results for the
full calculus. In Fig. 18 eight systems are de2ned, where each system on the left
column is obtained from the system AS by adding the axioms in the corresponding
middle columns, with the corresponding congruence relation indicated on the right
column. For instance AS ew, the system for the weak early congruence, is de2ned to be
the system AS∪{M6; S6}∪{T1; T2; T3}.
By simply looking at Fig. 18, one gets two obvious yet important messages:
• When moving from the systems for the ground congruences to the systems for the
open congruences, M6 must be weakened to L8.
• When moving from the systems for the weak ground congruences to the systems for
the weak open congruences, T4 must be added.
The thing we do not understand very well at the moment is what happens when moving
from the systems for the late congruences to the systems for the early congruences.
We will come back to it later.
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In the next three subsections we will follow the standard approach to establish the
completeness results of the eight systems.
4.3.1. Saturation property
Saturation properties are about the relationship between operational semantics and
axiomatic systems. A general statement goes like this: If Q ⇒Q′ then AS ′ Q=Q+
 :Q′ for the system AS ′ of interest. In the -calculus without the mismatch operator,
 must satisfy the condition that (x)=(y) whenever  ⇒ x=y. In the presence of
the mismatch operator a stronger relationship between  and  is called for.
The 2rst lemma deals with the saturation properties enjoyed by all the systems of
the full -calculus.
Lemma 72. Suppose Q is a complete normal form on some V ⊇fn(Q),  is complete
on V , and  is a substitution that is induced by  . Then the following properties hold:
(i) If Q ⇒Q′ then AS∪{T1; T2; T3} Q=Q +  :Q′.
(ii) If Q Pax⇒Q′ then AS∪{T1; T2; T3} Q=Q +  Pax:Q′.
(iii) If Q⇒ Pa(x)→ Q′ then AS∪{T1; T2; T3} Q=Q +  Pa(x):Q′.
(iv) If Q⇒ a(x)→ Q′ then AS∪{T1; T2; T3} Q=Q +  a(x):Q′.
Proof. To give a Kavor of the proof, we take a look at a special instance of (iii).
Suppose Q → → Pa(x)→ Q′. By Lemma 32, we may assume that Q →Q1 →Q2 Pa(x)→
Q′≡Q3. As Q is a complete normal form, there must be some summand ):Q1 of
Q such that  ⇒). By de2nition ) is complete on V . So )⇔  by Lemma 36. It
follows that
AS ∪ {T1; T2; T3}  Q M1= Q +  :Q1 M2= Q +  :Q1
Similarly it follows from Q1
→Q2 that
AS ∪ {T1; T2; T3}  Q1 = Q1 +  :Q2 = Q1 +  :Q2
For the same reason, Q2
Pa(x)→ Q′ implies that
AS ∪ {T1; T2; T3}  Q2 = Q2 +  Pa(x):Q′
Putting all these together one has
AS ∪ {T1; T2; T3}  Q = Q +  :Q1
= Q +  :(Q1 +  :Q2)
T2= Q +  (:(Q1 +  :Q2) + (Q1 +  :Q2))
M3;M4
= Q +   :Q2
M1= Q +  :Q2
= Q +  :(Q2 +  Pa(x):Q′)
= Q +  Pa(x):Q′
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This treatment of a special case should be enough to convey the general idea of the
proof.
The  appeared in the above lemma must be complete on V. Otherwise the lemma
would be false. Here is a counter example: One has
([x = y][x = z]:P)[y=x] →P
but not
AS ∪ {T1; T2; T3}  [x = y][x = z]:P = [x = y][x = z]:P + [x = y]:P
The action ([x=y][x =z]:P+[x=y]:P)[y=x; y=z] →P[y=x; y=z] cannot be matched up
by any tau action from ([x=y][x =z]:P)[y=x; y=z].
Lemma 73. Suppose Q is a complete normal form on some V ⊇fn(Q),  is complete
on V , and  is a substitution induced by  . If Q
Pa(x)⇒ Q′ then the equality Q=Q +
 Pa(x):Q′ is provable in AS lw and AS
l
o.
Proof. Suppose Q⇒ Pa(x)→ Q′′ ⇒Q′. By Lemma 72, AS∪{T1; T2; T3} Q=Q +  Pa
(x):Q′′. It is clear that fn(Q′′)⊆fn(Q)∪{x}, [x =∈V ] is complete on V ∪{x}⊇
fn(Q′′) and  is induced by [x =∈V ] . If Q′′≡Q′ we are done. Otherwise
AS ∪ {T1; T2; T3a}  Q′′ = Q′′ + [x =∈ V ] :Q′
Therefore
Q = Q +  Pa(x):Q′′
= Q +  Pa(x):(Q′′ + [x =∈ V ] :Q′)
L8= Q +  Pa(x):(Q′′ + [x =∈ V ] :Q′)[x =∈V ]
M1= Q +  Pa(x):(Q′′ +  :Q′)[x =∈V ]
L8= Q +  Pa(x):(Q′′ +  :Q′)
T3= Q +  ( Pa(x):(Q′′ +  :Q′) +  Pa(x):Q′)
M1= Q +  Pa(x):(Q′′ +  :Q′) +  Pa(x):Q′
= Q +  Pa(x):Q′
The use of L8 is justi2ed by Lemma 64.
Corollary 74. Suppose Q is a complete normal form on some V ⊇fn(Q),  is com-
plete on V , and  is a substitution induced by  . If Q
Pa(x)⇒ Q′ then the equality





It remains to show the saturation property for input actions. This will be stated in
the next four lemmas, three of which are proved in Appendix A.6, Appendix A.7 and
Appendix A.8, respectively.
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Lemma 75. Suppose Q is a complete normal form on some V ={y1; : : : ; yk}⊇fn(Q),
 is complete on V , and  is a substitution that is induced by  . Then the following
saturation properties hold: If






then Q=Q+  a(x):(:Q′+  
∑k
j=1[x=yj]:Qj +  [x =∈V ]:Qk+1)) is provable in AS∪
{T1; T2; T3}.
Lemma 76. Suppose Q is a complete normal form on some V ={y1; : : : ; yk}⊇fn(Q),
 is complete on V , and  is a substitution that is induced by  . If
Q ⇒ a(x)→ Q′1; Q′1[y1=x]⇒ Q1;
Q ⇒ a(x)→ Q′2; Q′2[y2=x]⇒ Q2;
...
Q ⇒ a(x)→ Q′k; Q′k[yk=x]⇒ Qk;







k+1+ [x =∈V ]:Qk+1)) is pro-
vably equal to Q in AS∪{T1; T2; T3}.
Proof. The proof is almost the same as that of Lemma 75.
Lemma 77. Suppose Q is a complete normal form on some V ={y1; : : : ; yk}⊇fn(Q),
 is complete on V , and  is a substitution that is induced by  . If
Q ⇒ a(x)→ Q′1; Q′1[y1=x]⇒ Q1;
Q ⇒ a(x)→ Q′2; Q′2[y2=x]⇒ Q2;
...
Q ⇒ a(x)→ Q′k; Q′k[yk=x]⇒ Qk;
Q ⇒ a(x)→ Q′k+1 ⇒ Qk+1
then AS ew Q=Q+ a(x):([x=y1]:Q1+· · ·+[x =y1] : : : [x =yk−1][x=yk ]:Qk+[x =∈V ]
:Qk+1).
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Lemma 78. Suppose Q is a complete normal form on some V ={y1; : : : ; yk}⊇fn(Q),
 is complete on V , and  is a substitution that is induced by  . If Q
a(x)⇒ Q′ then
ASwo Q=Q +  a(x):Q′.
4.3.2. Promotion lemma
As has been said before, the basic idea of promotion lemmas is to lift two bisimula-
tion congruent processes P and Q to the equality :P=:Q in suBciently rich systems.
In this section we establish promotion properties for the 2ve weak congruences in the
full -calculus. These properties are stated in a single lemma since their proofs have
a great deal of overlap.
Lemma 79 (promotion). The following properties hold:
(i) If P≈lw Q then AS lw  :P=:Q.
(ii) If P≈ew Q then AS ew  :P=:Q.
(iii) If P≈lo Q then AS lo  :P=:Q.
(iv) If P≈eoQ then AS eo  :P=:Q.
(v) If P≈wo Q then ASwo  :P=:Q.
The proof of the above lemma is placed in Appendix A.9.
4.3.3. Completeness theorem
We now arrive at the most important theorem of this paper. For the bene2t of the
readers, we also state below the completeness results for the strong early congruence
and the strong late congruence.
Theorem 80 (completeness). The following properties hold:
(i) AS ls is sound and complete for ∼l.
(ii) AS es is sound and complete for ∼e.
(iii) AS lw is sound and complete for lw.
(iv) AS ew is sound and complete for ew.
(v) AS so is sound and complete for ∼o.
(vi) AS lo is sound and complete for lo.
(vii) AS eo is sound and complete for eo.
(viii) ASwo is sound and complete for wo .
Proof. The soundness can be easily established. For the completeness part the proofs
for all the weak cases are similar to each other. Here we only prove (vii). By Lemma 58
we may assume that both P and Q are complete normal forms on V def= fn(P + Q)=








Suppose  is induced by )i and P
i→Pi. There are several cases:
• i is an output pre2x or a tau pre2x. From PeoQ one obtains some Q′ such that
Q
i⇒Q′ and Pi≈eoQ′. By Lemma 79, AS eo  :Pi=:Q′. By Lemma 72,





• i is a restricted output action Pa(x). Now PeoQ implies that some Q′ exists such that
Q
Pa(x)⇒ Q′ and Pi[x =∈D] ≈eo Q ′[x =∈D], where D is (fn(Pi+Q′)\{x}). By Lemma 79
ASeo  :Pi[x =∈(fn(Pi+Q
′)\{x})] = :Q′[x =∈(fn(Pi+Q
′)\{x})]
By Lemma 73
ASeo  Q=Q + )i Pa(x):Q′
L8=Q + )i Pa(x)::Q′[x =∈(fn(Pi+Q
′)\{x})]
=Q + )i Pa(x)::Pi[x =∈(fn(Pi+Q
′)\{x})]
L8=Q + )i Pa(x)::Pi
=Q + )i Pa(x):Pi
• i is an input action a(x). It follows from PeoQ that some y, Q′′ and Q′ exist
such that Q⇒ a(x)→ Q′′ and Q′′[y=x]⇒Q′≈eoPi[y=x]. Using a similar proof to that
of Lemma 79 one can show that AS eo Q=Q + )ia(x):Pi.
In summary AS eo P + Q=Q. Symmetrically AS eo P + Q=P. It follows that AS eo 
P=Q.
4.4. An alternative to the law S6
We have indicated in Section 4.3 that the law S6 is a bit mysterious. It is used in
the ground scenario to move from the late congruences to the early congruences. Yet
it does not appear in any of the open congruences. In the studies of symbolic systems
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He proved that the E-Input rule is enough to transfer the late systems to the early
systems. Parrow has discussed the complete issue for the weak early congruence and
the weak late congruence [37]. His system for the weak late congruence is virtually
the same as ours. On the other hand his system for the weak early congruence uses








In this paper we use a slightly stronger version of E-Input’, the rule E-Input”:∑
i∈I  i:Pi =
∑
j∈J  j:Qj∑




in which x =∈n( i) for each i∈I and x =∈n( j) for each j∈J .
E-Input” clearly subsumes E-Input’. It is not clear under what condition the reverse
implication holds. For the relationship between the E-Input rules and S6, Parrow has
pointed out the following fact:
Lemma 81. AS∪{M6}∪{E-Input’}S6.
Consequently AS∪{M6}∪{E-Input”}S6. The following lemma reveals another
interesting fact.
Lemma 82. AS∪{T1; T2; T3} ∪ {E-Input”}T5.
























:(Pi + +[x = yi]:Q) + :(P + +[x =∈ Y ]:Q) + +:Q
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where the third equality holds by Lemma 59. That is
n∑
i=1




:(Pi + +[x=yi]:Q) + :(P + +[x =∈ Y ]:Q) + +:Q (9)
By applying E-Input” to (9) we obtain T5a.
The relationship between a rule and an axiomatic system is less simple than that
between a law and an axiomatic system. To explain that we introduce two related
notions.
Denition 83. Suppose R is a binary relation on the set of 2nite -processes and R is
the following rule
A1 = B1 : : : An = Bn
A = B
R is derivable in R if ARB holds under the assumption that A1RB1; : : : ; AnRBn hold. R
is admissible in R if it is true that whenever A1RB1; : : : ; AnRBn hold then ARB holds.
Derivability is clearly stronger than admissibility. In terms of axiomatic systems for
-processes, the two properties can be de2ned as follows:
• R is derivable in AS if ASA=B can be derived under the assumption that ASA1
=B1; : : : ; ASAn=Bn are derivable.
• R is admissible in AS if whenever ASA1=B1; : : : ; ASAn=Bn are derivable then
ASA=B is derivable.
According to the de2nition, if R is derivable in AS then ASA=B is provable as
long as we assume that ASA1=B1; : : : ; ASAn=Bn are all provable. It does not mat-
ter whether any of ASA1=B1; : : : ; ASAn=Bn is actually provable or not. On the
other hand, to show that R is admissible, we have to verify the cases in which all of
ASA1=B1; : : : ; ASAn=Bn are all provable. A good way to distinguish the two prop-
erties is that derivability is about proof systems while admissibility is about models.
Lemma 84. The following properties hold:
(i) E-Input” is not admissible in ∼ls.
(ii) E-Input” is derivable in ∼es .
(iii) E-Input” is not admissible in lw.
(iv) E-Input” is derivable in ew.
(v) E-Input” is derivable in ∼so.
(vi) E-Input” is not admissible in lo.
(vii) E-Input” is derivable in eo.
(viii) E-Input” is derivable in wo .
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Fig. 19. Alternative systems using E-Input”.
Proof. (i)–(iv) are well known. The proof of (v) is simpler than that of (vii) given
below.
(vi) It is clear that : [x=y]:P+ : [x =y]:P≈lo : [x=y]:P+ : [x =y]:P+ :P. It




i∈I  i:Pi eo
∑
j∈J  j:Qj and x =∈n( i j) for each i∈I and each











It follows that some Q ′ and j∈J exist such that [y=x] validates  j, which is the same











Qj[y=x]⇒ Q′ ≈eo Pi[y=x]
What we have veri2ed is that
∑
i∈I  ia(x):Pi eo
∑
j∈J  ja(x):Qj.
(viii) The proof is simpler than that of (vii).
Using Lemma 81 and Lemma 82, one can de2ne systems slightly di7erent from
those in Fig. 18. In Fig. 19 three systems for the early congruences are de2ned using
E-Input”.
Theorem 85. The following completeness results hold:
(i) Ases is sound and complete for ∼e.
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(ii) Asew is sound and complete for ew.
(iii) Aseo is sound and complete for eo.
Proof. The completeness is given by Lemmas 81, 82 and Theorem 80. The soundness
is supported by Lemma 84.
So adding E-Input” transfers systems for late congruences to systems for early con-
gruences.
Corollary 86. The following properties hold:
(i) E-Input” is not admissible in AS ls .
(ii) E-Input” is derivable in AS es .
(iii) E-Input” is not admissible in AS lw.
(iv) E-Input” is derivable in AS ew.
(v) E-Input” is derivable in ASso.
(vi) E-Input” is not admissible in AS lo.
(vii) E-Input” is derivable in AS eo .
(viii) E-Input” is derivable in ASwo .
The fundamental di7erence between S6 and E-Input” is that the former is an equa-
tional law whereas the latter is an equational rule. The two enjoy di7erent properties:
Suppose AS0 and AS1 are two systems on 2nite -processes. Suppose further that
AS1P=Q whenever AS0P=Q.
• Then A=B is a derived law of AS1 if it is a (derived) law of AS0. So an equational
law persists through system extension.
• If R is derivable in AS0 then R is not necessarily admissible in AS1. So an equational
rule is not persistent through system extension.
We have seen the strict inclusions ASso⊆AS lo⊆AS eo . The rule E-Input” is derivable in
ASso. It is not admissible in AS
l
s . It is however derivable in AS
e
s .
The persistence property is a good thing to have. This is one of the reasons that a
law is preferred to a rule. But there is something that E-Input” can o7er: Its restriction
to the -calculus without the mismatch operator is straightforward.
5. Comments and related issues
We have not been able to say anything about the axiomatizations of the four con-
gruences of the -calculus without the mismatch operator. But we have come up with
some results on open congruences. Figs. 20 and 21 summarize the achievements of
this paper. We have proposed several new tau laws and constructed complete systems
for the three open congruence relations using these tau laws. We believe that we have
found out the correct de2nitions of weak open congruence for mobile processes. The
overlook of this issue in previous work is probably due to the fact that the three open
bisimilarities coincide for the -calculus without the mismatch operator. In our view
the results of this paper are important because we believe that the mismatch operator
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Fig. 20. Axiomatization with mismatch, revisited.
Fig. 21. Axiomatization without mismatch, revisited.
has a very important role in the algebraic theory of mobile processes. This does not
necessary mean that the operator is indispensable. But the tradeo7 against it is probably
not worthwhile in most cases. Take the case of testing equivalence for instance. In [4]
the authors argued that, in their view, testing equivalence would be rather unfamiliar
in the absence of the mismatch operator.
It came as a little surprise that the open semantics gives rise to two di7erent bisimu-
lation congruences. The discrepancy between the early semantics and the late semantics,
in both the open case and the ground case, is due to the timing of instantiation. An
early instantiation replaces the abstract name by another name at the time the input
action happens while a late instantiation does the same after the input action has com-
mitted itself. In the absence of the mismatch operator, an early instantiation by a fresh
name achieve the same e7ect as a late instantiation. Therefore the mismatch operator
is the reason of there being more than one open bisimilarities. Having realized this
one is tempted to think that the early and late equivalences might be the same had one
removed the match operator. This is actually false. The following is a counter example:
Let A be a(x):(x(z): Pyy + Pyy:x(z)) + a(x):(x(z): Pyy + Pyy:x(z) + ). Then
A+ a(x):(x(z)| Pyy) ∼e A
but
A+ a(x):(x(z)| Pyy) ∼l A
since the action A+a(x):(x(z)| Pyy) a(x)→ x(z)| Pyy is matched up by neither Aa(x)→ x(z): Pyy+
Pyy:x(z) nor A
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where, for each y∈fn(P); Py ∼˙eP[y=x] but not Py ∼˙lP[y=x]. So for ∼l and ∼e to
coincide at all one also has to get rid of the choice operator.
One might ask the question of why we should need two more bisimulation congru-
ences, the early open congruence and the late open congruence, given that we already
have several bisimulation congruences. This is of course not a good question. The
result of this paper brings out a fuller picture of the open semantics than the previous
work has done. Sangiorgi’s de2nition of open bisimilarity turns out to be a special case
of our de2nitions. Two better questions are: Why should we need the open semantics?
Or is the mismatch operator good? We are not going to reinforce our argument for the
mismatch operator apart from pointing out that the theoretical investigation of the weak
early and late congruences use the mismatch operator in an essential way. We will an-
swer the question about the open semantics by reaBrming our view about it: The early
(late) open congruence has a better claim to be the bisimulation congruence than the
early (late) congruence. As we have mentioned in the paper, two processes are bisimilar
if they cannot be told apart when putting in dynamic contexts. A dynamic context may
well replace a free name in the processes by another name. For calculi of mobile pro-
cesses, closure under substitution is a de2ning property rather than a derived property
for bisimulation based equivalences. This view is supported by some theoretical results.
In [1] it is shown that, for the asynchronous -calculus, the CCS-like bisimilarity, as
well as the barbed bisimilarity, are closed under substitution! One of the open prob-
lems raised in the introduction is also about this phenomenon. This can be interpreted
as saying that the de2ning property of closure under substitution can be dropped in
some special cases. In [10,11,13–15,19,20] a simpli2ed yet equally powerful calculus
of mobile processes, the -calculus, is proposed and investigated. The language has
two motivations. One is to give a proof theoretical interpretation of process [12] and
the other is to simplify the -calculus. Many bisimilarities for the -processes have
been studied. These include the barbed bisimilarity, the open bisimilarity, and more
generally the L-bisimilarities. These equivalences are all required to be closed under
substitution. Otherwise the resulting bisimilarities would not be even closed under com-
position, which de2nitely rule out any of these relations as observational equivalence.
In other words, the observationality of the bisimilarities on -processes automatically
imposes the condition of closure of substitution. The -calculus also makes it clear
how dynamic environments can change the free names of the processes involved.
The symbolic approach to the open bisimilarities for the -calculus without the
mismatch operator has been studied by Li [26]. But a correct treatment of the open
bisimilarities on -processes with the mismatch operator is not yet available. However
this should be a formality in view of the results of this paper.
The paper would have looked a lot better had the following problems been
solved:
• One is about the question marks in Fig. 21. All our attempts to remove any of
them have so far been unsuccessful. The failure makes one wonder if there exists
a complete system for any of the four equivalences. However the message one gets
from Lin’s work using symbolic approach has to be that such systems do exist.
The priority at the moment is to get one complete system for any of the four
congruences, whatever the system may look like. Improvement of the system may
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come afterwards. A result like this might help to reveal some interesting relationship
between the symbolic approach and the non-symbolic approach.
• The other is about the generalization of Lemma 11 to the full -calculus. The main
obstacle is posed by the restriction operator. We have not be able to 2nd a solution
to overcome the problem.
From the point of view of axiomatization, some important issues have not been
discussed in this paper. In what follows we mention some of them.
• Axiomatization of in2nite -processes is theoretically possible for those processes
with 2nite states. Milner initiated research in this direction for both the strong and
the weak observational equivalences of CCS [31,32]. Lin has constructed complete
systems for the strong and the weak congruences on 2nite control -processes using
a symbolic approach [28,29]. One might discover something new by investigating
the axiomatization of 2nite control mobile processes in a non-symbolic setting.
• In practice equivalence relations are used just as often as congruence relations. Since
weak early and late equivalences are not necessarily closed under substitution, their
axiomatic systems trades o7 the rule
P = Q
a(x):P = a(x):Q
for the following rule:
P[y=x] = Q[y=x] for every y ∈ fn(P|Q)
a(x):P = a(x):Q
The treatment of the match and the mismatch operator is a lot more easier. There
are only two laws:
[x = y]P = P (10)
[x = y]P = 0 (11)
The details of the systems are not diBcult to work out. See [34] for more on the
subject.
• The testing equivalence for the -calculus is quite di7erent from the bisimulation
equivalences. Boreale and De Nicola have de2ned in [4] the testing equivalence for
the -calculus. This equivalence is not a congruence. The testing congruence can
be de2ned by the following: P and Q are testing congruent if and only if P and
Q are testing equivalent for every substitution . In [17] a complete system for
the testing congruence is given based upon Boreale and De Nicola’s system. The
-calculus used in [4,17] comes with the mismatch operator. In our opinion this is
largely technical since we know nothing about how to axiomatize the testing equiv-
alence/congruence without the mismatch. Although removing the mismatch operator
introduces an equivalence relation that looks strange, testing without this operator
is de2nitely interesting. But it appears that one should 2rst solve the problems in
Fig. 21.
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• Axiomatization of the barbed equivalence has never been an issue. Since in the
-calculus the strong barbed equivalence coincides with the strong early equivalence
and their weak versions are most likely the same, there seems little point in studying
barbed equivalence for the purpose of axiomatization. Recently Sangiorgi and Walker
proposed what they call open barbed bisimilarity [44]. They showed that it is strictly
between the barbed equivalence and the open bisimilarity. We haven’t looked at the
issue of axiomatization for the open barbed congruence.
There are many problems regarding other aspects of -calculus. Most of these prob-
lems are subtle. For the purpose of illustration let’s take a closer look at one of the
problems mentioned in the introduction. The strong ground bisimilarity is obviously
too weak to be useful for the whole of -calculus. The question is for which subcal-
culus of the -calculus the strong ground bisimilarity ∼g is good. The 2rst observation
is that the subcalculus should contain neither the match operator nor the mismatch
operator because in general [x=y]P∼g 0 does not imply ([x=y]P)[y=x]∼g 0[y=x]. The
subcalculus cannot contain the replication operator either. An example that supports
this claim can be given in CCS. Let P and Q be the processes de2ned below:
P def=(a)(!(u)( Pb: Pc:u|c:b: Pu:a)|! Pa:R)
Q def=(a)(!(u) Pb:( Pc:u|c:b: Pu:a)|!(u)c:(b: Pu:a| Pb: Pc:u)|! Pa:R)
where R is Pw:0. Then one can easily veri2es that P|Q∼gQ. But not (P|Q)[c=b]∼g
Q[c=b]. This is because the action sequence
(P|Q)[c=b] → → → → Pw→A;
for suitable A, cannot be matched up by any action sequence from Q[c=b]. For Q[c=b]
to perform a Pw-action it must perform at least 2ve consecutive -actions 2rst. So to be
precise there are two questions to be asked:
• When con2ned to the subcalculus with none of the choice, match, mismatch and
replication operators, is the strong ground bisimilarity closed under substitution?
• When con2ned to the subcalculus with none of the choice, match and mismatch
operators, is the weak ground bisimilarity closed under substitution?
These questions are related to the question of when the early bisimilarity and the late
bisimilarity coincide. But we are not going into that issue in this paper. For more about
the usefulness of the ground bisimilarity we refer to [42].
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Appendix A. Proofs
A.1 The Proof of Lemma 53
Proof. We prove the lemma for the late open bisimilarity. The proofs for the other
two are almost the same.
(i) Let R be {(P+; Q+)|P≈loQ}∪≈lo. We prove that R is a late open bisimulation.
Suppose P+RQ+. If  does not respect + then P+≈lo0≈loQ+, otherwise consider
actions performed by P+. There are several cases:
• If P+ →P′ and  is an output action or a tau action then, by (ii) of Lemma 37,
P →P′′ for some P′′ such that P′≡(P′′)(+), bearing in mind that P+ ≡ (P)+. It
follows from P≈loQ that Q ˆ⇒Q ′≈loP′′ for some Q ′. Therefore Q+ ˆ⇒(Q ′)(+)RP′.
• If P+a(x)→ P′ then the proof is similar to the one in previous case.
• If P+ Pa(x)→ P′ then, by (ii) of Lemma 37, P Pa(x)→ P′′ for some P′′ such that (P′′)+≡P′.
It follows from P≈loQ that Q
Pa(x)⇒Q ′ for some Q ′ such that (P′′)[x =∈(fn(P′′+Q ′)\{x})]
≈lo (Q ′)[x =∈(fn(P
′′+Q ′)\{x})]. Thus Q+




This completes the proof of (i).
(ii) Let R be {(P;Q)|P+≈loQ+ and ∀x; y:(+⇒x =y)⇒({x; y}*fn(P + Q))}. We
show that R is a late open bisimulation. Consider the process P. If  substitutes a
name z in fn(P + Q) for some name not in fn(P + Q) Then P≈loQ if and only
if P′≈loQ′, where ′ di7ers from  only in that the former maps z onto itself. So
without loss of generality we may assume that  maps names in fn(P+Q) onto names
in fn(P + Q).
• P →P′ and  is an output action or a tau action. Then P+ →(P′)+ by Lemmas 32
and 37. So Q+ ˆ
′
⇒Q ′′≈lo (P′)+ for some Q ′′. By Lemma 37 some Q ′ exists such
that Q ˆ
′
⇒Q ′ and (Q ′)+≡Q ′′. So P′RQ ′.
• Pa(x)→ P′. The proof is similar to the one in previous case.
• If P Pa(x)→ P′ then P+≡(P)+ Pa(x)→ P′′≡(P′)+ for some P′ and P′′. Therefore Q+
Pa(x)⇒Q ′′≈lo (P′)+ for some Q ′′. Then by Lemma 37, Q
Pa(x)⇒Q ′ for some Q ′ such that
(Q ′)+≡Q ′′. Now
(Q′′)[x =∈(fn(P
′′+Q′′)\{x})] ≈lo (P′′)[x =∈(fn(P
′′+Q′′)\{x})]
implies by (i) that
(Q′)(+)[x =∈(fn(P
′+Q′)\{x})][x =∈n(+)] ≈lo (P′)(+)[x =∈(fn(P
′+Q′)\{x})][x =∈n(+)]
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We have proved that R is a late open bisimulation.
A.2. The Proof of Lemma 60
Proof. Suppose
∨
i∈I  i is a tautology. We may assume that it contains at least two
distinct names. Otherwise the result can be easily proved. Let fn(
∨
i∈I  i) be {x; y1; : : : ;
yn}. We may assume that  i is complete on {x; y1; : : : ; yn}, for each i∈I , because
otherwise we could use the equivalence
x = y ∨ x = y ⇔ 
to expand it. Now consider





⇔ x = yj (A.1)
where j∈{1; : : : ; n}. For each i∈I , either  i⇒x =yj or  i⇒x=yj by completeness.
Because
∨
i∈I  i is a tautology, there must exist some i∈I such that  i⇒x =yj. Con-
sequently (A.1) is equivalent to





⇔ x = yj (A.2)
for some strict subset I ′ of I such that for each i∈I ′ one has  i⇒x=yj. By substituting
yj for x in (A.2), one obtains∨
i∈I ′
 i[yj=x]⇔  (A.3)
Since
∨
i∈I ′  i[yj=x] contains strictly less free names than
∨
i∈I  i, we could use the
induction hypothesis to conclude that∑
i∈I ′





 iP = [x = yj]P (A.4)
Let Y be {y1; : : : ; yn}. Next we consider





⇔ x =∈ Y (A.5)
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It follows easily from (A.5) that





⇔ x =∈ Y
for some I ′′ and  ′i , where i∈I ′′, such that the following conditions are satis2ed:
• I ′′ is a strict subset of I ;
• x =∈Y ∧ ′i ⇔ i for each i∈I ′′;
• x =∈n(∨i∈I ′′  ′i ).
It follows that
x =∈ Y ⇒ ∨
i∈I ′′
 ′′i
from which it follows that
∨
i∈I ′′  
′
i is a tautology. So by induction hypothesis∑
i∈I ′′
 ′i [x =∈ Y ]P = [x =∈ Y ]P (A.6)
It follows easily from (A.6) that
[x =∈ Y ]∑
i∈I
 iP = [x =∈ Y ]P (A.7)
Using Lemma 59, (A.4) and (A.7), one gets
P = [x = y1]P + · · ·+ [x = yn]P + [x =∈ Y ]P



















This completes the proof.
A.3. The Proof of Lemma 67
Proof. By Lemma 60 one has that P=)P+¬)P. Intuitively let ¬) be ∨i∈I  i, where
each  i, for i∈I , is either a match operator or a mismatch operator. Formally ¬)P
is
∑
i∈I  iP. It is clear that  i)⇔⊥ for each i∈I . It is also clear that ¬):(P +
)Q)M6= ¬):P and ):(P + ¬)Q)M6= ):P. Another important equality is
¬):¬)P = ¬):P (A.8)


































:(P + ):Q) =):(P + ):Q) + ¬):(P + ):Q)
=):(P + :Q) + ¬):P
On the other hand
:(P + :():Q + ¬):P)) = ):(P + :():Q + ¬):P))
+¬):(P + :():Q + ¬):P))
(19)
= ):()P + ):():Q + ¬):P))
+¬):(¬)P + ¬):():Q + ¬):P))
= ):()P + ):):Q) + ¬):(¬)P + ¬):¬):P)
(19)
= ):(P + :Q) + ¬):(¬)P + ¬)::P)
(19)
= ):(P + :Q) + ¬):(P + ::P)
= ):(P + :Q) + ¬):P
This completes the proof.
A.4. The Proof of Lemma 68








a(x):(Pi + )[x = yi]:Q) + a(x):(P + )[x =∈ Y ]:Q) + )a(x):Q (A.9)
is provable in AS∪{T1; T2; T3}, where x =∈n()).
Suppose V =n(
⋃
i∈V  i)\{x}={y1; : : : ; yn}. Let {Rl} be the set of all equivalence
relations on V and {)l} the set of corresponding conditions that are complete on
V . For each )l, either )l ⇔)l or )l ⇔⊥. Suppose k∈{1; : : : ; n}. If )l ⇔⊥
then )l [x=yk ]:Q=0. If )l ⇔)l then )l [x=yk ] is complete on V ∪{x}. It fol-
lows from )l[x=yk ]⇔)l [x=yk ]⇔
∨
i∈I )l i[x=yk ] that )l[x=yk ]⇔)l jk [x=yk ]
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for some jk ∈I . By using D1 and M1 one gets that
AS ∪ {T1; T2; T3}  a(x):(Pjk +  jk :Q) D1= a(x):(Pjk +  jk :Q + )l jk [x = yk ]:Q)
M1= a(x):(Pjk +  jk :Q + )l [x = yk ]:Q)
= a(x):(P′jk + )l [x = yk ]:Q)
where P′jk is Pjk +  jk :Q. Similarly some j∈I exists such that
AS ∪ {T1; T2; T3} ∪ {T5a}  a(x):(Pj +  j:Q) = a(x):(P′j + )l [x =∈ V ]:Q)
where P′j is Pj +  j:Q. So
AS ∪ {T1; T2; T3} ∪ {T5a} ∑
i∈I




a(x):(Pi +  i:Q) +
n∑
k=1
a(x):(P′jk + )l [x = yk ]:Q)





a(x):(Pi +  i:Q) + )l a(x):Q
from which one gets
AS ∪ {T1; T2; T3} ∪ {T5a} ∑
i∈I











a(x):(Pi +  i:Q) +  a(x):Q
By Lemma 60.
A.5. The Proof of Lemma 71
Proof. We show that AS∪{T1; T2; T3}∪{S6}T5a. Now suppose k¿1; Y ={y1; y2;
: : : ; yk} and x =∈n(+). Then
k∑
i=1




a(x):(Pi + +[x = yi]:Q) + a(x):([x = yk ](Pk + +[x = yk ]:Q)








a(x):(Pi + +[x = yi]:Q) + a(x):([x = yk−1](Pk−1 + +[x = yk−1]:Q)
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a(x):(Pi + +[x = yi]:Q) + a(x):





a(x):(Pi + +[x = yi]:Q)
+ a(x):(· · ·+ +[x = yk−1]:Q + +[x = yk ]:Q + +[x =∈ Y ]:Q)




a(x):(Pi + +[x = yi]:Q) + a(x):(P + +[x =∈ Y ]:Q)
= a(x):(· · ·+ +[x = y1]:Q + · · ·+ +[x = yk−1]:Q
+ +[x = yk ]:Q + +[x =∈ Y ]:Q)
= a(x):(· · ·+ +:Q)




a(x):(Pi + +[x = yi]:Q) + a(x):(P + +[x =∈ Y ]:Q) + +a(x):Q
This completes the proof.
A.6. The Proof of Lemma 75
Proof. By the assumption of the lemma and Lemma 72
Q = Q +  a(x):Q′ = Q +  a(x)::Q′ = Q +  a(x)::Q′
For each j∈{1; : : : ; k}, if Q ′[yj=x] ⇒Qj then
:Q′ = :(Q′ +  [x = yj]:Qj) = :Q′ +  [x = yj]:Qj
otherwise
:Q′[yj=x] = :Qj = :Qj +  [x = yj]:Qj
In the former case
Q = Q +  a(x)::Q′ = Q +  a(x):(:Q′ +  [x = yj]:Qj)
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In the latter case
Q = Q +  a(x)::Q′
D1= Q +  a(x):(:Q′ + [x = yj]:Q′)
M2= Q +  a(x):(:Q′ + [x = yj]:Q′[yj=x])
= Q +  a(x):(:Q′ + [x = yj](:Qj +  [x = yj]:Qj))
= Q +  a(x):(:Q′ +  [x = yj]:Qj)
M2= Q +  a(x):(:Q′ +  [x = yj]:Qj)
So in either case one has
Q = Q +  a(x):(:Q′ +  [x = yj]:Qj)
It follows by induction that





 [x = yj]:Qj
)
If Q ′ ⇒Qk+1 then
Q′ = Q′ +  [x =∈ V ]:Qk+1
otherwise
:Q′ = :Qk+1 = :Qk+1 +  [x =∈ V ]:Qk+1 = :Q′ +  [x =∈ V ]:Qk+1
Putting everything together, one gets the required result.
A.7. The Proof of Lemma 77
Proof. By assumption, for each j∈{1; : : : ; k}, the following conditions hold:
• Q⇒a(x)→Q′j and either Q′j[yj=x] ⇒Qj or Q′j[yj=x]≡Qj.
• Q⇒a(x)→Q′k+1 and either Q′k+1 ⇒Qk+1 or Q′k+1≡Qk+1.
By Lemma 72 one gets that
ASew  Q = Q +  a(x):Q′1 + · · ·+  a(x):Q′k +  a(x):Q′k+1
Now fn(Q′j)⊆{x}∪fn(Q)⊆{x}∪V ; [yj=x] is complete on {x}∪V and is induced
by  [x=yj]. There are two cases:
• If Q′j[yj=x] ⇒Qj then Q′j=Q′j +  [x=yj]:Qj follows by Lemma 72. Now by
Lemma 67, one has
:(P + [x = y]:Q) = :(P + :([x = y]::Q + :[x = y]:P))
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Using the above equality, one has
 a(x):Q′j =  a(x):(Q
′
j +  [x = yj]:Qj)
=  a(x):(Q′j + [x = yj]:Qj)
=  a(x):(Q′j + :([x = yj]:Qj + [x = yj]:Q′j))
=  a(x):Q′j +  a(x):([x = yj]:Qj + [x = yj]:Q′j)
• If Q′j[yj=x]≡Qj then
 a(x):Q′j =  a(x):Q
′
j +  a(x):([x = yj]:Q
′
j + [x = yj]:Q′j)
=  a(x):Q′j +  a(x):([x = yj]:Q
′
j[yj=x] + [x = yj]:Q′j)
=  a(x):Q′j +  a(x):([x = yj]:Qj + [x = yj]:Q′j)
Now if Q′k+1
⇒Qk+1 then by Lemma 67 one gets
:(P + [x =∈ V ]:Q) = :(P + :([x =∈ V ]:Q + [x ∈ V ]:P))
By Lemma 72 and the above equality one has
 a(x):Q′k+1 =  a(x):(Q
′
k+1 +  [x =∈ V ]:Qk+1)
=  a(x):(Q′k+1 + [x =∈ V ]:Qk+1)
=  a(x):(Q′k+1 + :([x =∈ V ]:Qk+1 + [x ∈ V ]:Q′k+1))






S5=  a(x):([x =∈ V ]:Qk+1 + [x ∈ V ]:Qk+1)
In either case we may assume that
 a(x):Q′k+1 =  a(x):Q
′
k+1 +  a(x):([x =∈ V ]:Qk+1 + [x ∈ V ]:Q′k+1)
It follows that
Q=Q +  a(x):([x = y1]:Q1 + [x = y1]:Q′1)
...
+  a(x):([x = yk ]:Qk + [x = yk ]:Q′k)
+  a(x):([x =∈ V ]:Qk+1 + [x ∈ V ]:Q′k+1)
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Using S6 one has
 a(x):([x = yk ]:Qk + [x = yk ]:Q′k) +  a(x):([x =∈ V ]:Qk+1 + [x ∈ V ]:Q′k+1)
=  a(x):([x = yk ]:Qk + [x = yk ]:Q′k)
+  a(x):([x =∈ V ]:Qk+1 + [x ∈ V ]:Q′k+1)
+  a(x):([x = yk ]([x = yk ]:Qk + [x =yk ]:Q′k)
+ [x = yk ]([x =∈ V ]:Qk+1 + [x∈V ]:Q′k+1))
=  a(x):([x = yk ]:Qk + [x = yk ]:Q′k)
+  a(x):([x =∈ V ]:Qk+1 + [x ∈ V ]:Q′k+1)
+  a(x):([x = yk ]:Qk + [x =∈ V ]:Qk+1)
To continue consider the following process:
 a(x):([x = yk−1]:Qk−1 + [x = yk−1]:Q′k−1)
+  a(x):([x = yk ]:Qk + [x =∈ V ]:Qk+1)
Using similar argument we get
 a(x):([x = yk−1]:Qk−1 + [x = yk−1][x = yk ]:Qk + [x =∈ V ]:Qk+1)
By repeating this construction we 2nally get
 a(x):([x = y1]:Q1 + · · ·+ [x = y1] : : : [x = yk−1][x = yk ]:Qk
+ [x =∈ V ]:Qk+1)
Therefore
Q=Q +  a(x):([x = y1]:Q1 + · · ·+ [x = y1] : : : [x = yk−1][x = yk ]:Qk
+ [x =∈ V ]:Qk+1)
This complete the proof.
A.8. The Proof of Lemma 78
Proof. If Q⇒Q1 a(x)→Q ′ then ASwo Q=Q+ a(x):Q ′ follows by Lemma 72. If Q⇒
a(x)→Q1 ⇒Q ′ then [x =∈V ] is complete on fn(Q1) since fn(Q1)⊆fn(Q)∪{x}. Thus 
is induced by [x =∈V ] . Consequently by Lemma 72
ASwo  Q1 = Q1 + [x =∈ V ] :Q′
It follows that
ASwo  Q=Q +  a(x):Q1
=Q +  a(x):(Q1 + [x =∈ V ] :Q′)
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=Q +  (a(x):(Q1 + [x =∈ V ] :Q′) +  a(x):Q′)
=Q +  a(x):Q′
where the third equation is valid by Lemma 70.
A.9. The Proof of Lemma 79
Proof. The proofs of all the 2ve clauses are similar to each other. The only di7erence
is in the treatment of input actions and, to a lesser degree, restricted output actions.
Now suppose P≈Q, where ≈ is any of the 2ve bisimilarities. By Lemma 58 we may







Suppose  is induced by )i and P
i→Pi.
The proof of this lemma is carried out by induction on the sum of depths of P
and Q.
If i is a  pre2x and the  action is simulated by Q
⇒Qj for some j∈J , then by
induction hypothesis AS∪{T1; T2; T3}:Pi=:Qj. The simulation can happen only
if )i⇒ j. But then )i⇔ j since both )i and  j are complete on V and agree with .
By (i) of Lemma 72, AS∪{T1; T2; T3}Q+)i:Pi=Q+)i:Pi=Q+ j:Qj=Q+
 j:Qj=Q. If P
→Pi is simulated by vacuous action then AS∪{T1; T2; T3}Q +
)i:Pi=Q + )i:Pi=Q + )i:Q=Q + )i:Q.
If i is an output pre2x Pax then, by (ii) of Lemma 72 and similar approach, it is
easy to see that AS∪{T1; T2; T3}Q + )i Pax:Pi=Q.
Suppose i is a restricted output action Pa(x). If P≈lwQ then some Q ′ exists such
that Q
a(x)⇒ Q ′ ≈˙lwPi. Therefore ([x =∈V ])iQ ′)≈lw ([x =∈V ])iPi). Since [x =∈V ])i is
complete on V ∪{x}⊇fn(Q ′+Pi) we may deduce from Lemma 43 that [x =∈V ])iQ ′
≈lw [x =∈V ])iPi. By induction hypothesis AS lw: [x =∈V ])iQ ′=: [x =∈V ])iPi. Cons-
equently
AS lw  Q + )i Pa(x):Pi =Q + )ia(x):[x =∈ V ])iPi
=Q + )ia(x)::[x =∈ V ])iPi
=Q + )i Pa(x)::[x =∈ V ])iQ′
=Q + )i Pa(x):[x =∈ V ])iQ′
L8=Q + )i Pa(x):)iQ′
=Q + )i Pa(x):Q′
=Q
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The proof for weak early bisimilarity is similar. If P≈loQ then some Q ′ exists such
that Q
a(x)⇒ Q ′ and (Pi)[x =∈(fn(Pi+Q ′)\{x})]≈lo (Q ′)[x =∈(fn(Pi+Q
′)\{x})]. By induction hy-
pothesis one has
AS lo  :(Pi)[x =∈(fn(Pi+Q
′)\{x})] = :(Q′)[x =∈(fn(Pi+Q
′)\{x})]
Using L8 one obtains that Pa(x):P= Pa(x):P [x =∈Y ] for any set Y whose elements are names
free in P. Therefore by Lemma 73 one gets
AS lo  Q + )i Pa(x):Pi =Q + )ia(x):Pi
=Q + )ia(x):(Pi)[x =∈(fn(Pi+Q
′)\{x})]
=Q + )ia(x)::(Pi)[x =∈(fn(Pi+Q
′)\{x})]
=Q + )ia(x)::(Q′)[x =∈(fn(Pi+Q
′)\{x})]




The proofs for the cases of the weak early bisimilarity and the weak open bisimilarity
are similar.
Next we examine input actions in each of the 2ve cases. Suppose i is a(x).
(i) P≈lwQ:i is an input pre2x. Let  be a substitution that is induced by )i. Now
P
a(x)→ Pi. It follows from P≈lwQ that Q ′ exists such that the following properties
hold:
1. Q⇒a(x)→ Q ′.
2. Qil exists such that Q
′[yl=x]⇒Qil[yl=x]≈˙lwPi[yl=x] for l∈{1; : : : ; k}.
3. Qik+1 exists such that Q
′⇒Qik+1 ≈˙lwPi.
It follows that, for l∈{1; : : : ; k},
()i[x = yl]Qil)[yl=x] ≈˙lw ()i[x = yl]Pi)[yl=x]
()i[x =∈ V ]Qik+1) ≈˙lw ()i[x =∈ V ]Pi)
Consequently, for l∈{1; : : : ; k},
)i[x = yl]Qil ≈lw )i[x = yl]Pi
)i[x =∈ V ]Qik+1 ≈lw )i[x =∈ V ]Pi
by Lemma 43. Then by induction one has, for l∈{1; : : : ; k},
AS lw  :)i[x = yl]Qil = :)i[x = yl]Pi
AS lw  :)i[x =∈ V ]Qik+1 = :)i[x =∈ V ]Pi
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By Lemma 75, one can get





[x = yl]:Qil + )i[x =∈ V ]:Qik+1
)





[x = yl]:)i[x = yl]Qil
+)i[x =∈ V ]:)i[x =∈ V ]Qik+1
)





[x = yl]:)i[x = yl]Pi
+)i[x =∈ V ]:)i[x =∈ V ]Pi)





[x = yl]:Pi + )i[x =∈ V ]:Pi
)
= Q + )ia(x):()i:Q′ + )i:Pi)
= Q + )ia(x):()i:Q′ + :Pi)
= Q + )ia(x):Pi
This completes the proof of (i).
(ii) P ≈ew Q and P
a(x)→ Pi. It follows from P≈ewQ that
Q
a(x)⇒ Q′i1; Q′i1[y1=x]pt ⇒ Qi1[y1=x]≈˙ewPi[y1=x];
...
Q
a(x)⇒ Q′ik ; Q′ik [yk=x]⇒ Qik [yk=x]≈˙ewPi[yk=x];
Q
a(x)⇒ Qik+1≈˙ewPi
for Q′i1 ; : : : ; Q
′
ik ; Qi1 ; : : : ; Qik ; Qik+1 . So for each l∈{1; : : : ; k},
()i[x = yl]Qil)[yl=x] ≈˙ew ()i[x = yl]Pi)[yl=x]
()i[x =∈ V ]Qik+1) ≈˙ew ()i[x =∈V ]Pi)
By Lemma 43 one gets, for l∈{1; : : : ; k}, that
)i[x = yl]Qil ≈ew )i[x = yl]Pi
)i[x =∈ V ]Qik+1 ≈ew )i[x =∈ V ]Pi
Using induction hypothesis one infers, for l∈{1; : : : ; k}, that
ASew  :()i[x = yl]Qil) = :()i[x = yl]Pi)
ASew  :()i[x =∈ V ]Qik+1) = :()i[x =∈ V ]Pi)
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By Lemma 77, one derives that
Q=Q + )ia(x):([x = y1]:Qi1 + [x = y1][x = y2]:Qi2
+ · · ·+ [x =∈ V ]:Qik+1)
=Q + )ia(x):()i[x = y1]:)i[x = y1]Qi1
+)i[x = y1][x = y2]:)i[x = y2]Qi2
+ · · ·+ )i[x =∈ V ]:)i[x =∈ V ]Qik+1)
=Q + )ia(x):()i[x = y1]:)i[x = y1]Pi
+)i[x = y1][x = y2]:)i[x = y2]Pi
+ · · ·+ )i[x =∈ V ]:)i[x =∈ V ]Pi)
=Q + )ia(x):([x = y1]:Pi + [x = y1][x = y2]:Pi + · · ·+ [x =∈ V ]:Pi)
=Q + )ia(x):Pi
which completes the proof of (ii).
(iii) P≈loQ and P
a(x)→ Pi. It follows from P≈loQ that Q ′ exists such that Q⇒
a(x)→ Q ′ and the following conditions hold:
• For each l∈{1; : : : ; k}; Qil exists such that Q ′[yl=x]⇒Qil≈loPi[yl=x].
• Qik+1 exists such that Q ′⇒Qik+1≈loPi.
Now by Lemma 75 one can get



















)i[x = yl]:Pi + )i[x =∈ V ]:Pi
)
=Q + )ia(x):(:Q′ + )i:Pi)
=Q + )ia(x):(:Q′ + :Pi)
=Q + )ia(x):Pi
where the fourth equality is justi2ed by Lemma 59.
(iv) P≈eoQ and P
a(x)→ Pi. Then both of the following conditions hold:
• For each l∈{1; : : : ; k}; Q′il and Qil exist such that Q⇒
a(x)→ Q′il and Q′il[yl=x]⇒Qil≈eoPi[yl=x].
• Some Q′ik+1 and Qik+1 exist such that Q⇒
a(x)→ Q′ik+1⇒Qik+1≈eoPi.
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By Lemma 76 one can get
ASeo  Q = Q +
k∑
l=1
)ia(x):(:Q′il + )i[x = yl]:Qil)




)ia(x):(:Q′il + )i[x = yl]:Pi[yl=x])




)ia(x):(:Q′il + )i[x = yl]:Pi)




)ia(x):(:Q′il + )i[x = yl]:Pi)
+)ia(x):(:Q′ik+1 + )i[x =∈ V ]:Pi) + )ia(x):Pi
= Q + )ia(x):Pi
This completes the proof of (iv).
(v) P≈wo Q and P
a(x)→ Pi. It follows that Qa(x)⇒ Q ′≈wo Pi. By induction one has
that
ASwo  :Q′ = :Pi
By Lemma 78





This completes the proofs of all the input cases.
In summary in each of the 2ve axiomatic systems AS ′, one has that
AS ′  ∑
i∈I ′
)i:Q + Q = P + Q
for some subset I ′ of I . It follows from T4 that






Symmetrically AS ′:(P + Q)=:P. Hence AS ′:P=:Q.
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